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EDITORIAL

JACK LAYTON JULY 18, 1950-AUGUST 22, 2011

Bon Jack was a true son of Quebec who elicited hope and energy
The outpouring of love, admiration and respect
for Jack Layton across the country is something we
haven’t seen for a politician since the death of former prime minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau. It is remarkable, given the low esteem Canadians have
for most politicians, and the fact that Layton only
since the May election began to look like maybe,
just maybe, he could hope to become the first New
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Democratic Party prime minister of Canada.
Jack, as everybody called him, was a different
breed of cat. He was all politician all the time, for
sure, but he was so much more. For one thing, he
was a true son of Quebec, raised in Hudson, coming from a family distinguished by its commitment to politics and the community, not
necessarily in that order. He studied at McGill
University and was influenced by his teacher, the
political philosopher Charles Taylor, who in the
1960s made several attempts to be elected under
the NDP banner and served for a time as party
president. It was Taylor who urged young Layton
to continue post-graduate studies in Toronto,
where he studied under political economist Jim
Laxer, a leader in the Waffle group that tried unsuccessfully to push the NDP further left.
Laxer saw something unique in the then-20something Layton. As he blogged after Layton’s
death, “When Jack walked into my graduate
course at York University in the early 1970s, it didn’t take me long to see that this was someone very
special. The energy and the luminous intelligence
were on full display, as well as his respect for
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others, and the joy he took in meeting people.”
Even then, Layton was a grass-roots guy and, reflecting that aspect of his character, started his political work at the municipal level in Toronto. He
is remembered as playing a pioneering role in 18
years as a city councilor, focusing attention on
homelessness, campaigning for affordable housing,
advocating green energy before it became fashionable, supporting free choice for women, gay rights
and the right of cyclists to ride the city’s roadways
in safety. As president of the Federation of Canadian Municipalities, he put the plight of taxstarved cities on the national agenda, paving the
way for the federal infrastructure program and getting them a share of the federal gas tax.
Over 18 years, Layton became a household word
in Toronto, and after failing to win the mayor’s job,
took over the federal NDP in 2003. After all those
years in the trenches, Layton was armed with that
common touch, a certain negotiating skill, a grassroots feel and ability to communicate in English
and French that none of his predecessors had.
Tommy Douglas, a former Baptist minister, was
an amazing orator, as was the brilliant David
Lewis, a silver-tongued labour lawyer. When they
spoke, you could hear the ideology that underlined their words. Ed Broadbent had been a professor, and with all his smarts and integrity, did
not have the ease with people that Layton had.
Layton exuded hope and energy, a believer who
was also a man who got things done. He was
charming and open, a man of sure commitments,
but also ready to make a deal to get half a loaf if
the full loaf was not attainable.
He spoke a colloquial French that he picked up
playing hockey in Hudson. He surely worked on it
as well, and that helped cultivate the Bon Jack image
that worked to his advantage in Quebec’s Orange
Crush, when the NDP won 59 of its 103 seats.
What a contrast that loose and chummy persona
made with the stiff, overly intellectual Michael Ignatieff. Even tieless and in a V-neck sweater, Prime
Minister Stephen Harper fails to elicit warmth. And
the Quebec electorate decided it had had enough
of Gilles Duceppe’s divisiveness.
The great irony of Layton’s life is that, as he was
to begin life in Stornoway, the official opposition
leader’s residence, cancer took his life at 61.
It will be up to a new leader and the biggest NDP
caucus ever to build on the base that Jack Layton,
smiling and courageous in adversity, did so much
to build. His legacy is there for all to see.
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Marathoner goes the Olympic distance on two apples a day
Irwin Block
Special to The Senior Times
Morris (Moe) Shore has a two-applea-day habit and he’s proud of it.
That’s the easy part of what the 75year-old retired accountant and financial planner does to stay lean, fit and
active. He bikes, he runs, he swims,
and performs so well for his age that
he is now in Beijing to compete in the
ITU World Triathlon Championship,
in the 75-80 age category.
Thousands of elite and age-group
athletes, including those with a disability, are participating in the event
from September 7-11, including 140
Canadians.
When we met Shore recently he
was sitting on the 24 bus, munching,
you guessed it, on a crisp apple.
Though Shore played basketball
and football at the old Strathcona
Academy in Outremont, when he entered McGill University he cut out
physical activity to concentrate on
his studies.
For the next 20 years, with the pressures of marriage, raising his two
children, and building a career, Shore
recalled he did nothing to keep in
shape. All that changed in the early
1970s when a friend brought him to
the YM-YWHA on Westbury for an
exercise class. That morphed into
running inside, then outside as he
joined the Wolf Pack.
“I started off slowly. My first runs
were 30 minutes, then five kilometres, then 10, then 20. “It was fun.
You get outside in the fresh air.”
Bad weather does not deter Shore
and fellow jogging enthusiasts.

“I lived on The Boulevard. I’d run up
the mountain,” Morris Shore says.

“It’s like davenning (Yiddish for
daily prayers)—you just do it every
day. I ran with my dogs, cocker
spaniels. They’re agile, good runners.”
Running became part of his daily
routine, first in Chomedey where he
lived, then in Westmount.
“I lived on The Boulevard. I’d run
up the mountain. I ran with guys in
the neighbourhood. They’d call me
up and say, ‘What time are you running today?’”
He prefers to run with friends and
he’s discovered it’s not hard to find this
kind of companionship: “If you want
to run, you can find guys to run with.”
Once you get to 20k, it’s time for
something more challenging. Shore
likens the next stage to “graduating
high school.”
“Your next stage is a marathon – 42
kilometres, or 26 miles, 385 yards, to
be exact.”
“I started doing marathons in the

early 1980s, when I was about 45. I
did five marathons over three years.
To keep in shape, I used to run 60
miles a week, six days a week.”
This kind of regimen does put
stress on the body, typically the
knees. “I developed a stress fracture
in my right knee and the doctor told
me to take six months off. I started
cross-training with bikes.”
That was the beginning of his expanded training, including swimming, which led to his competing in
60 triathlons, starting in 1991.
“A friend of mine took me to Marinoni (the specialty bicycle manufacturer) in Lachenaie and they made a
frame for me. A good rider has a bike
made to measure. A triathlon bike is

different from other bikes. You are
positioned so your pedals work efficiently, so you’re not as tired when
you get off the bike.
“The ideal way to complete a track
run is never stop pedaling, with your
hands in front of you on tribars. I have
one Marinoni and one Guru bike.”
Shore biked and ran from 1982 to
1990. Then after he separated from
his wife and had more time on his
hands, a friend suggested he should
prepare to compete in triathlons.
“I went to the Y—couldn’t swim
four laps. I took a few lessons, started
doing more laps in the winter of
1991 and six months later I entered
the Montreal Triathlon.
Continued on Page 4
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Bixi is another great way to get somewhere fast, Shore says
Continued from Page 3

“I came third—of course, there were only three
competing—in the 55-to-59-year-old category.”
For most of us, the challenge would be formidable: He goes the so-called Olympic distance, swimming 1.5 kilometres, biking 40 kilometres and
running 10 kilometres. (There is a also a sprint
category, covering half the distance, in which
Montrealer Sid Ingerman, 82, will be competing
in Beijing in the over-80 group.)
Shore finished his first triathlon in two hours, 51
minutes. He got hooked and sought out other
triathlon opportunities, including one in Cleveland, the world championship in Vancouver in
2008 where he qualified for the Canadian team in
the 70-75 cohort, and the Maccabia Games in
Tiberias, Israel, in 2009.
“There were 29 in my category in Vancouver, and I
came 26th—one of the few times I didn’t win a
medal (for finishing in the top three, based on time).”
He laughs that “in one or two” competitions
where he did win a medal, there were more than
three in the race in his age category.
Because of shin splints and muscle soreness, Shore
no longer bounds through the street like a hurricane. He does what he calls “a shuffle, a fast walk”
and hopes to get back soon to full running form.
We had to ask: What makes Morris run?
“It’s enjoyable, it makes me feel good. It’s nice to
run at Beaver Lake, you listen to the birds, you see
the ducks swimming. After 10 minutes, you get
into gear and then you’re running effortlessly.”
Since Shore wants to avoid further damage to his
knees and legs, he limits his running to one day a
week, with more than an hour in the pool.
“I’m pacing myself. When I run, I do 10-12 klicks.”

www.moustiquairemobile.com

His advice to those of us who do no physical exercise: “Get rid of your car, walk and climb stairs
whenever you can.
“I go to stretch classes at lunchtime at theY. It’s called
the Lunch Bunch. It’s all older people, and some
have been doing it for years. There are a lot of women
too, some in their ‘80s, and they’re in great shape.
“If you want to lose weight, it’s simple: eat less,
exercise more.”
Apart from his competition bikes, Shore uses the
city’s Bixi bikes, which have a yearly membership
fee of $78. The first 45 minutes of each ride are free.
“I’m on the Bixi three or four times a day. It’s a
great way to get somewhere fast, and to cool off in
the breeze.”
Shore is using his commitment to compete in the
triathlon as a peg to raise funds for the Y. In appealing for contributions, he said: “The Y has for
many years been my training facility. If not for
their excellent facilities, programs, instructors and
encouragement I would not be where I am today.”
When we spoke, about 180 people had supported his appeal and contributed $21,000. He
also got major institutions, like McGill University,
and such businesses as Bombardier to put their
logos on his uniform. “One or two have agreed to
help sponsor my trip.”
The trip, registration and accommodation will
cost Shore more than $3,000, so he’s hoping to get
backing for another triathlon, next year in Spain.
“It’s never too late to start. Start easy. Walk, then
run. You’re going to feel better.”
He recalled the quote from U.S. entrepreneur
Samuel Ullman, displayed at the Y: “Youth is not a
time in life, it is a state of mind.”
irblock@hotmail.com
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Dear readers
and advertisers,

We are celebrating our
anniversary in October
and we invite you to contribute
to our keepsake issue
by sharing reflections on
th

in fewer than 75 words.

Do you remember our first issue?
Do you have a favourite columnist?
Have we made a difference in your life?
We’d love to hear from you!

Please email your letters to
editor@theseniortimes.com
with Birthday Greetings in the subject line
or fax your text to 514-484-8254.
Your now-senior publisher since 1986,
Barbara Moser
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Future of the PQ and beleaguered Marois threatened from left and right
Pit Stop
Neil McKenty
pour le Québec. Some in this group
want separation ipso facto when the
PQ wins an election.
This crisis resembles another one,
in 1984 when Parizeau and a few of
his associates resigned after Premier
Lévesque announced he was accepting an offer from Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney to reopen constitutional talks to welcome Quebec back
into the Canadian federation.
One of my favourite columnists referred to these crises in a recent column in the Gazette. But Josée
Legault judges the current crisis is far
more dangerous: “The Parti Québécois has suffered many a crisis since it
was created in 1968. Its latest one
may well be its last. Its very existence
is now on the line.”
The PQ’s existence is threatened
from both the left and the right. On
its left, Québec solidaire commands
islands of strength in the Montreal
area. On its right, two business
heavyweights, former PQ minister
François Legault and former Liberal
recruiter Charles Sirois, are on the
verge of leading a new party into the
field. This party would concentrate

Photo: Boucheci, Wikimedia Commons

This is the summer of discontent
for Quebec sovereignists. Every
time you turn around, another
splinter group is meeting to proclaim how to best achieve independence.
So far as I can tell, these groups
have one thing in common: They
want to get rid of Parti Québécois
leader Pauline Marois. The beleaguered Marois is hoisted on the
petard of the sovereignist movement’s fatal split. Going back as far as
the days of its founder, René
Lévesque, the PQ has never clearly
decided whether its primary objective is to separate or to govern.
The first group, whose real leader is
Jacques Parizeau, want to promote
sovereignty and prepare for a referendum.
The second group, represented by
Lucien Bouchard and Lévesque himself, want to govern the province
well, get re-elected and call a referendum only when there are “winning
conditions.”
Opposition leader Pauline Marois
clearly falls into the second camp.
That’s not good enough for her more
militant members like Parizeau’s
wife, Lisette Lapointe, Louise Beaudoin and Pierre Curzi, all three of
whom have bailed from the party.
Last month, some of them attended
a founding meeting of another splinter group, the Nouveau movement

PQ leader Pauline Marois in 2007.

Pauline Marois is not only
threatened from within the
PQ, she is being pinched by
both the left and the right.
on business and social issues, leaving
independence on the back burner for
at least a decade.
Suppose Legault’s party amalgamated with what is left of the Action
démocratique du Québec. This
would hurt the PQ a lot more than it
would hurt the Liberals. According
to a recent CROP-La Presse poll, this
proposed coalition would gain 47 per

cent of voter support (much higher
than for the Charest Liberals in the
last election.) This is pretty impressive for a non-existent party whose
main message is that sovereignty has
become irrelevant for solving any of
Quebec’s problems.
So Pauline Marois is not only
threatened from within the PQ, she
is being pinched by both the left and
the right. The odds of her surviving
to fight the next election are diminishing by the day. The popular Pierre
Curzi is waiting in the wings.
Meanwhile, another threat, outside
provincial politics, is overtaking
Quebec. It is what John Ibbitson in
the Globe and Mail called “Quebec’s
profound isolation.”
For openers, Quebec’s share of the
national population is steadily declining, from 29 per cent in 1961 to 21 per
cent today. Politically, the days when
elites in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal shaped the national agenda are
finished. The new consensus is between Ontario and the West. Quebec
is outside that consensus. As of now
there are only five Quebec MPs within
the governing Conservative caucus.
These worrisome trends are bound
to reshape the nature of nationalism
in Quebec. Whether they accelerate
the drive to independence or reassert
the desire for good provincial government remains to be seen.
neilmck@sympatico.ca
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Where: Centre St-Pierre, 1212 Panet Street, near Beaudry metro
When: Tuesday evenings, September 20 - October 18, 2011
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Thérèse Bourque-Lambert, founder
of the West Hill Grandmothers
Group in N.D.G., had been working
exhaustively for years to rally fellow
senior citizens and friends on
behalf of the Stephen Lewis Foundation’s Grandmothers to Grandmothers Campaign.
The foundation provides aid and
raises awareness of the AIDS pandemic in sub-Saharan Africa. A
heart-wrenching speech delivered by
Stephen Lewis provided the impetus
for Thérèse to assume a leader’s role
in raising funds and awareness,
marching in protests and lobbying
politicians in solidarity with the
Grandmothers of Africa, often sole
caregivers to their AIDS-orphaned
grandchildren.
In 2007, she approached her friend
Roger Roome, posted to Lilongwe,
Malawi, in his work for CIDA, to ask
him if he knew of a community that
Thérèse and some friends and families could support independently of

the Stephen Lewis Foundation.
Roome chose the village of Mnjale to
be the beneficiary of Thérèse’s efforts.
The fledgling Mnjale Foundation
flourished and before long the funds
helped not just one village, but 25,
then 50. Roome was transferred,
handed over his role to Soeur Gisele
Leduc, a Quebec nun living in Lilongwe. The name of the organization
was changed from Mnjale to Theresa
and Melissah Banda has supervised
the organization of a board of trustees.
Thérèse was proud of the success of
the foundation, and honoured that it
bore her name. She passed away this
year, leaving a rich legacy of community leadership and social activism.
The foundation will continue under
the direction of her children and
grandchildren, all of whom are inspired by her monumental example.
The non-profit Theresa Foundation
seeks to provide funds for school bursaries, wells, bedding and clothing,
medicine, farming and food pro-

grams in Malawi. Every penny that
has been raised in Canada through
theatrical productions, concerts and
other ventures is delivered directly to
the grandmothers of Malawi.
The Second Annual Theresa Foundation Benefit will include a host of
gifted artists in an evening of music,
theatre and poetry to raise money for
the people of Mnjale, Malawi, and 50
other AIDS-stricken villages.
The eclectic, multi-generational
performers include the Bagg Street
Klezmer Band, the Bud Rice Band,
spoken word performer Alice Abracen, singer/songwriters Sophie
Doyle, Isaac Abracen and Nikita Yu,
jazz musician Eduardo Pipman,
playwrights Colleen Curran, Ann
Lambert and Vishesh Abeyratne, the
Burton Street Singers, Cathy
Richards & Friends, and actors Laura
Mitchell and Debra Kirshenbaum.
September 23, 7:30pm, Westmount
Park Church, 305 Lansdowne. $20,
$10 for students. Cash bar.

Photo courtesy of the Theresa Foundation

It takes a village to raise a legacy – and this foundation is érèse’s

The Theresa Foundation offers support
to grandmothers in Malawi.
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ere’s more than just great pools at the new C.S.L. aquatics centre
ing months this will be our home,”
Susser said. The Côte St. Luc Senior
Men’s Club and the Senior Social
Club will make their homes in the
new building as well.
The programs that will be held at
the centre beginning September 6
were designed with input from
teachers and the public, with the aim
of meeting the different needs of the
community, said Ryan Nemeroff, the
city’s social program co-ordinator
for children, teens and adults. “We
wanted to bring everything together
under the same roof.”
Featured will be a fitness room, art
studio, dance and exercise room, an
“express” branch of the Eleanor London C.S.L. Library (for members
only), Senior Clubs Lounge, teen
lounge and game room, complete
with pool and ping-pong tables, ac-

Seniors will have pride of place in the
newly opened Côte St. Luc Aquatic
and Community Centre, which held
its open house on August 28.
Several elected officials from the
three levels of government that joined
forces in making the project possible
were present, including MP Irwin
Cotler, MNA Lawrence Bergman and
C.S.L. mayor Anthony Housefather.
At the ribbon-cutting ceremony,
Cotler called the state-of-the-art public facility, completed in less than one
year and within its $17.4-million
budget, “the realization of a dream.”
As the curious crowd poured into
the building, veteran Saul Susser
stood by in full regalia to welcome
fellow members of the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 97. “In the com-

H A P P Y, H E A LT H Y N E W Y E A R T O A L L O U R C L I E N T S !

cessible to both teens and seniors at
different hours. There are large conference rooms that may be rented.
But the raison d’être of the centre
is aquatics, and the centre features
two bright indoor swimming pools,
one for competitive programs and a
recreational pool in which aquafit
programs and open swim will be
held. The pools and various programs are also available for non Côte
St. Luc residents, though a fee is
charged for different activities.
The centre is at 5794 Parkhaven,
514-485-6800.
The call to all the members of the
Côte St. Luc Senior Men’s Club
went out a month ago.
Father John Walsh, an honorary
member of the club, put out the call
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Kristine Berey

Saul Susser is a member of the C.S.L.
Senior Men’s Club.

for food for the needy. The parish
food bank needed replenishment
and the club members responded
with enough non-perishable food
to fill five vans.
—Sid Birns
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Wishing all our clients and friends
a Happy & Healthy New Year!

www.century21vision.com

TAXIS

Plus gros réseau immobilier au monde / Largest Real Estate Organization in the World
Chaque franchise est indépendenant et autonome
* Centurion (Outstanding Achievenment Award of Excellence in the Century 21 (R) System / Honneur pour L’Excellence de ses résultats dans le réseau Century 21)

24-Hour Service

◆ In business since 1922

BACK ON THE 401...
AGAIN
What’s more fun than the Montreal-Toronto rivalry
presented with a surprising and highly entertaining twist

4

Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday
Sunday

November 2, 2011
November 3, 2011
November 6, 2011
November 7, 2011

7:30pm
7:30 pm
8:00pm
2:00pm

◆ Fast and courteous service
◆ Reservations accepted

◆ Special care for elderly and handicapped
◆ Fast and safe delivery of packages

◆ Acceptance of coupons from Diamond,

Veterans & Candare
◆ Largest fleet of vehicles
on the Montreal Island

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

DIAMON D

1995 / 2011
GOLD

514 -27 3-63 31
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CONDO FOR RENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some students seem to write in hydraulics

4 ½, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms
On 1st floor with wheelchair access
Hardwood floors, no pets allowed
4 appliances, including laundry room
In D.D.O., close to shopping, buses
Very quiet, monthly rent $1250.00
Please call for more info

5 14 - 69 6 - 09 59 o r 51 4 -7 1 2- 0 31 7

UPPER DUPLEX FOR RENT
DORVAL, well located, sunny, quiet and clean
6 ½ with 2 bedrooms, a kitchen with appliances
installations and adjacent dining room, 2 bathrooms, a large and bright living room and one
exterior parking, recently painted, close to all
services. $1,050. monthly available. References.
Ideal for a couple of retired or semi-retired.
Please leave your name and telephone, we will
call back. Resident senior owner 514-633-9690

Voyages Groupe Ideal
Please call Sandra Frost
514-342-9554, Ext 259
Escorting travel groups for more than 20 years
A R I Z O N A January 29 – March 04, 2012
Escape the winter blahs and join us for our 20th year in Sunny Scottsdale, Arizona

Our tour includes:
• Return flights Montreal – Phoenix • 35 nights accommodation
at the beautiful EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL • Each two room suite
features a separate living and sleeping area • Galley kitchen with
microwave, wet bar, refrigerator, coffee maker • Two tv’s, two phones,
and an in-room safe • Full breakfast daily • Seven (17) Dinners
• 4 theatre performances, Programs to be announced
Escorted by Sandra Frost
Cost of the above package only $5789. cad pp. dble. Occ. Single
supplement is available. Cancellation insurance is available. Medical
Insurance is MANDATORY
For further information, please call S A N D R A 342-9554, ext. 259

5415 Paré St., Montreal
www.groupeideal.ca
• I N F O R M AT I O N D AY •

Services for an

Aging Population
October 6 th, 2011
10 am – 3 pm
at

Fulford Hall
1444 Union Ave
McGill Metro

(across from The Bay)

Come and meet a wide variety
of professionals and organizations
offering various services in Montreal
of potential interest to seniors.
Sponsored by the Anglican Diocese
of Montreal Council on Aging

The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
September marks back to school season and as
kids no longer study history, I thought I’d warn
teachers about some of the written pronouncements they might have to endure in the months
to come. To facilitate the flow of information,
I have arranged in chronological order this
collection of quotes from various websites.
■ No human beings were found during the Ice
Age because it was the pre-stork era.
■ In Ancient Egypt people wrote in hydraulics.
■ The Great Wall of China was built to keep out
the Mongrels.
■ Cleopatra died when an ass bit her.
■ The ancient Greeks invented three kinds of
columns—corinthian, ironic and dorc—and built
the Apocalypse.
■ The Acropolis of Athens contained the
Parthian, the Erectum, and the Esophagus, a temple to the war-god.
■ Homer wrote The Iliad and the Oddity.
■ Socrates died from an overdose of wedlock.
■ Oedipus Complex was a famous queen of Egypt.
■ Oedipus killed his father and married his real
mother. That’s called incense.
■ The Romans prosecuted the early Christians
because they disapproved of gladiola fights and
would not burn insects before the statue of the
emperor.
■ Roman women built fires in their brassieres.
■ The Crusades were trips to drive the turkey out

WE BUY GOLD - WE PAY CA$H
Including BROKEN JEWELLERY
and DIAMONDS
We Pay Best Prices
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

12:00-5:00
12:00-4:00
Closed
12:00-4:00

• Free Estimates

Gold Buyers International
5897 Sherbrooke West (corner Royal)

514-419-0656

Granite
Lacroix Inc.
Manufacturing monuments for three generations
Our craftsmen are well-known for the ability and
care they take to personalize your monument.
Our Services
• Delivery across Quebec
• Engraving, cleaning, restorations
• Porcelain photos and ornaments
• Free consultation in your home
• Interior and exterior showroom
• Member of the Association des Détaillants
de Monuments du Québec
1735 boul. des Laurentides, Vimont, Laval

(450) 669-7467
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www.granitelacroix.com

of the Holy Land.
■ The Jews were a proud people and throughout
history they had trouble with unsympathetic
Genitals.
■ In the Middle Ages many people died from the
bluebonnet plague after growing boobs on their
necks.
■ Because people thought Joan of Arc was a
witch they burned her to a steak.
■ Michelangelo painted the sixteenth chapel.
■ Columbus discovered America while cursing
the Atlantic. His ships were called the Nina, the
Pinta Colada and the Santa Fe.
■ Henry VIII had a hard time walking because
he had an abbess on his knee.
■ Sir Francis Drake circumcized the world with
a 100-foot clipper.
■ Queen Elizabeth’s navy defeated the Spanish
armadillo.
■ William Shakespeare wrote tragedies, comedies, and hysterectomies, all in Islamic pentameter.
■ The main theme of Shakespeare’s Antony and
Cleopatra was death and suffrage.
■ Miquel Cervantes wrote Donkey Hote.
■ The Pilgrims crossed the ocean in hardships.
■ Descartes’ maxim was “cogito eros sum.”
■ Johann Bach practiced on an old spinster in his
attic.
■ The French Revolution occurred because Louis
XIV was revolting.
■ Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves by signing
the Emasculation Proclamation.
■ Charles Darwin wrote The Organ of the
Species.
■ In the middle of the 19th century, all the morons moved to Utah.
■ Louis Pasteur discovered a cure for rabbis.
■ Thomas Edison was the inventor of the phonograph and the indecent lamp.
■ The First World War, caused by the assignation
of the Arch-Duck by a surf.
■ John Steinbeck went on to win the Nobel Prize
for literacy.
■ In 1957, Eugene O’Neill won a Pullet Surprise.
■ The president of Iran is a man called Mahmoud Iwantjihad.
As geography is not taught the way it once had
been, place names also take a beating by students:
■ The Israelites lived in the Sarah Desert and
traveled by Camelot.
■ Moses went up Mount Cyanide for the Ten
Commandments but died before he reached
Canada.
■ Pompeii was destroyed by an overflow of saliva
from Mount Vatican.
■ They are fighting a civil war in Serbia because
the Bostonians, Crates and Hertzgodivas want to
get rid of the Serves.
■ The capital of Ethiopia is Adidas Ababa.
CLARIFICATION
In The Senior Times (July) profile of David
Sherman, the reference to his having taken a
stab at documentary filmmaking when he
worked on the 1981 documentary Bill Lee: Profile of a Pitcher should have stated that it was
co-written by Bill Brownstein and Bill Reid,
directed by Reid and produced by Brownstein.

ere are no mistakes, only unique creations
my sudden inspiration.
This exercise in immediate gratification reminded
Flavour Guy
me that there are two levels of inspiration in the
kitchen. First, we are inspired to create. And then, if
Barry Lazar
all else fails, and it often does, we can be inspired to
rename the dish. A fallen soufflé? It’s now a frittata.
I read recently that a French philosopher once Pancake batter is too thin? Voila—crêpes! Homesaid that all human misery comes from our in- made ketchup tastes different than Mr. Heinz’s?
ability to sit alone in a room.
Ahh, that’s because it is really an Indian chutney.
And to this, I would add, with a pot and some water
While in P.E.I. this summer, we cooked dinner for
and maybe a little bread, and perhaps a chicken for friends who try to eat food from as many local
the pot and water; and, as long as we are at it, I sources as possible. I had an inspiration and decided
wouldn’t mind some salt with the bread, maybe a lit- to make pad Thai, a dish they had never eaten, with
tle butter, unsalted in this case. And so it goes.
P.E.I. lobster instead of the traditional shrimp.
If necessity is the mother of invention, boredom
Lobster pad Thai
begat inspiration. What’s wrong with being bored?
Take a half-pound (about 250 grams) of rice nooThe ideal green-tea-sipping, zen-focused, mantramouthing me should be happy spending hours con- dles for four people. Let the noodles soak in very hot
templating the universe. But in reality, there is reality. water for about a half hour, or until they are supple
Chicken soup for the soul is all well and good, but but not mushy. As they soak, prepare the rest.
The sauce: Mix a half-cup of ketchup, a tablespoon
chicken soup for the table is so much better.
There are two levels of inspiration when it comes of Vietnamese fish sauce or Worcester sauce, a teato cooking. First, we challenge the conventional. spoon of sesame oil and a half-teaspoon of chili paste
For example, the most basic prepared food is prob- or similar hot sauce.
Cook two chicken legs (any method of cooking is
ably bread. Every culture has a version of flour and
water fashioned into dough that is fired, baked or fine and leftover chicken is great too), remove the
steamed: chapatis, sourdoughs, pitas, tortillas, pizza, skin and coarsely chop the meat. Cook a lobster (or
matzoh—it is basically the same. However, we are buy one pre-cooked), cool it, remove the meat from
never satisfied with basics and constantly change the tail and claws and coarsely chop it.
Set aside a half-cup of chopped peanuts, a cup of
the formula. Add more water, some baking powder
chopped fresh coriander leaves, a teaspoon of dried
and an egg, and we roam into cake land.
Similarly, braised beef is nice by itself. But when chili flakes, and two limes. Use half a lime for juice
company calls, the Flavourguy adds vegetables in and cut the rest into slices.
Drain the noodles and set them in a colander. Heat
the last half hour of cooking and serves stew. If
more people drop in, I can thin it with more stock a large frying pan or wok with a quarter-cup of oil. Stir
or water and it’s a hearty soup. Add bread, cheese in a finely chopped clove of garlic. When it starts to
brown, stir in the sauce. When it bubbles, add the
and a salad and I am home free.
Recently, friends came over for hot dogs and po- chicken and lobster and then the noodles,tossing everytato salad. The teenage male (a joy to watch, a thing together and cooking until the noodles are barely
human being in the act of near continual con- soft. Put the pad Thai on a platter and cover it with
sumption) asked for ketchup. We didn’t have any. peanuts, chilis and cilantro. Drizzle the lime juice over
But I mixed a few tablespoons of canned tomato the dish and decorate the platter with the lime slices.
flavourguy@sceniorscene.com
paste with a little Worcester sauce, dashes of sugar
and salt, a teaspoon of cider vinegar and just
enough water for the right consistency.
The McGill Centre For Studies in Aging
“You can make ketchup?” he asked, amazed at

Brian Gans, Notary

Wills, Mandates, Real Estate,
Settlement of Estates
5890 Monkland Avenue
Just West of Draper
Ground Floor, Room # 15

514-488-9556

Jewish General Hospital

Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research

Project on Memory and Language
Volunteers are needed for an important study
of memory in seniors

This research is being conducted by Dr. Howard Chertkow

Each volunteer will receive an evaluation of his
or her memory, along with a blood test.
We are looking for HEALTHY people aged 65 and up.

Volunteers will be paid for their time
and travel expenses.

If you are interested in participating, call
Shelley Solomon at 514-340-8260, local 5129
for further details.

The First Annual Walkathon
Thursday, September 15, 2011
1:30pm to 5pm (1 km – 10 km)

6875 LaSalle Blvd, Verdun QC H4H 1R3
Douglas Mental Health University Institute
$15 (Includes T-shirt & refreshments)

5%

iscount
Early Birdth D011
2
till Sept. 30

25
514-808-19

)
0 (Peel Metro
treet Unit 50
2015 Peel S
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home in the evening
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Also by appo

Join us for an afternoon of fun and exercise!
Physical exercise is one of the known factors
that can help prevent the onset of dementia.
The goal of the first walkathon is to raise public
awareness regarding the benefits of exercise
and healthy living in preventing dementia.
For more information please contact:
Silvana Aguzzi or Marta Bachetti
at 514-766-2010.
Please make the cheque payable to:
McGill Centre For Studies in Aging.
6825 LaSalle Blvd, Verdun, Qc H4H 1R3
Additional donations are welcome.

Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________
Tel: ________________________________
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H. Farkas PHARMATOV
Pharmacien • Pharmacist

Serving the Community since 1980

Happy & Healthy New Year!
Up to 15% discount for seniors
(certain restrictions apply)

6640 Darlington, Montreal

514-735-1169

Home & office security systems
Medeco-Abloy
Mailboxes, Master key systems, Security grills
Residential, commercial
Sales, installation, service

6010 Sherbrooke St. W. (bet. Hampton & Belgrave)
Cell: 514 952-8891 • Tel. & Fax: 514 481-8891

Tel: 514-939-7247 Fax: 514-939-2699

JOYCE BLOND FRANK
B.A., B.C.L., LL.M. Avocat-Attorney

Family and Elder Law
1310 Greene Ave. Suite 660
Westmount

Alzheimer Groupe (A.G.I.) Inc. offers SUPPORT
GROUPS for spouses and adult children,
ACTIVITY PROGRAMS, ART THERAPY and
MUSIC PROGRAM for individuals in the early to
moderate stages of Alzheimer's Disease and related
disorders. TRAINING for professionals and family
caregivers. For further details please call
514-485-7233 or www.agiteam.org

Giving power of attorney isn’t giving up power
How many of us, as we lay beside the pool or vacationed on the beach this summer, wondered why
we always seem to be so busy during the rest of the
year,or thought about how nice it would be to have
someone else concern themselves with those little
chores that are a part of everyday life.
There are times when it may be convenient to
authorize someone else to act for us. We may be a
Florida snowbird or otherwise unavailable, bills
need to be paid, decisions may have to be made
with regard to investments, a cheque may have to
be endorsed, we may need a short-term loan, or
we may need to retrieve a document in our safety
deposit box. The question then arises: Is it a good
idea to give a power of attorney to another person
to do these things for us? After all, we are perfectly
capable of doing these things for ourselves, it’s just
that it might be inconvenient. To answer, we must
understand the difference between the power of
attorney and the mandate in case of Incapacity.
We should also look at the standard power of attorney issued by the banks.
The Oxford English dictionary defines a power
of attorney as the authority to act for another person in legal or financial matters. In other words, it
is through the power of attorney that you give another person the authority to act for you. The
Quebec Civil Code uses the term “mandate” and
defines mandate as an agreement whereby Person
A consents that Person B has the power to represent him in his dealings with a third party. The
document that sets out the power that is given is
referred to as the power of attorney. This document represents a sharing of power between two
people. The person giving out the power does not
lose that power, he is rather permitting someone
else to exercise it as well as himself. The most familiar power of attorney is the one given out by
the bank. It is through this document that one
person gives another, often a spouse, child or other
relative, the power to act on his behalf in his dealings with the bank.
When you sign a power of attorney with the
bank you are giving another person the power to
sign and deposit cheques, borrow money, enter
your safety deposit box and deal with your investments. It is therefore very important to choose
someone you trust completely. It is also crucial to
remember that just because you are permitting
someone else to do these things for you does not
mean you cannot do them yourself. Furthermore,
the person to whom you give the power is meant
to do these things for you and on your behalf. Giving the power to another person to act on your behalf does not mean that you have given up the
power to act for yourself. You still retain your autonomy. As long as you have capacity no one has
the right to use your money for their own purposes, to sell your home or other possessions, to
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Legal Ease
Joyce Blond
Frank
B.A., B.C.L., LL.M.

change your living arrangements, to use your
credit cards, or to make decisions regarding your
health care without your consent.
For someone to act beyond the powers you have
granted is abuse. Unfortunately we hear more and
more stories of such abuse especially in cases involving seniors. The abusers are people trusted by
the person granting the power of attorney; the
person granting the power of attorney is being betrayed by those he trusts. There are too many cases
coming to our attention for this problem to be ignored. We have the example of the man whose
wife died. He was illiterate and it was she who had
always managed the household and done the
banking. After her death, the husband had difficulty with administrative tasks.
A female friend suggested he come and live with
her and give her a power of attorney to access his
bank account. This he did willingly. She used his
debit card and prepared cheques for him to sign.
She used some of his money for their joint needs
and much of his money for her own. It wasn’t
until he was advised by the bank that his account
was overdrawn that he became aware of what had
been happening. He sued and won judgment
against her in excess of $75,000.
Remember that the fact you may have had a
heart attack or stroke, or broken a hip or had a
knee replacement, or have a chronic illness does
not deprive you of your basic right to make decisions for yourself. If you do need someone to act
on your behalf give them a power of attorney to
do so but limit it. You may need someone to have
access to your bank account to pay bills but not to
take out large sums for their own purposes. You
may need someone to take care of your house
while you are away, but not to sell it or mortgage
it. The bank should alter their power of attorney to
suit your specific needs. All you need do is ask.
There may come a time when you are no longer
capable of managing your affairs or making important decisions and to protect yourself in case
of such eventuality you should have a Mandate in
Case of Incapacity. That mandate will not have
limits but it also will not take effect until you can
no longer act for yourself.
So long as you retain capacity, you owe it to
yourself to keep an eye on your affairs and never
be afraid to make your own decisions. You have
the right to revoke any power of attorney you have
given at any time and if you see that it is being
abused you should cancel it immediately.

It’s okay – encouraged – to throw rocks at continent’s oldest curling club

WE

Photo: Nancy Buzzell

Any woman looking to throw rocks
in good company this winter should
consider joining the Ladies’ Branch
of the Royal Montreal Curling Club.
“Arg!” bellows one plaid-kilted
member after thrusting forward
from the hack and releasing her
stone down the ice. It knocks her opposing team’s rock out of the target,
or house, and she and her team
members quietly celebrate.
“The reason I like curling is I really
like the strategy,” skip Gerry Bain
says. “It’s like a chess game on ice.”
The skip is the key strategist for a
team of four, and Bain, 76, has played
skip since she was 40. Curling is part
of her family heritage, and she began
in her 30s. She makes some modest
comments when asked why she plays
that position and finally manages,“It’s
usually one of the better curlers.”
Membership is not just for the
practiced. New players are met with
smiles and conversation and coach
Ray Barnes is generous with training.
“The reward I get is people come
out and in a short period of time
they’re able to get the technique
down,” Barnes says. He teaches how to
balance on the pebbled ice and corrects bad posture before it develops
into habit, like bending one’s trailing
leg after pushing off with one’s rock.
He helps longtime members, too.
“Periodically, he’ll just take one of
us aside and coach us, so it’s a free
clinic. Not many clubs have that,”
member Pat Hamilton says.
The Ladies’ Branch started in 1884
as part of the Royal Montreal Curling Club. The main club now has
male and female members, but
began as a men-only affair in 1807.
The 205-year-old RMCC is the oldest curling club in North America.
Wooden girders painted white support the roof of the rink, where it’s
kept a cool zero-to-two degrees Cel-

Photo courtesy of the RMCC

Joanne Penhale

At this fall’s womens’ Maple Leaf Bonspiel, six teams from Canada and the
eastern U.S. played over three days. The bonspiel is held every second year.

sius. Provincial crests and European
flags are displayed along the rink’s
length, on each side.
The dark wood walls of the clubhouse lobby are adorned with aged
black and white photos of men in
suits with straw brooms and irons.
The earliest irons, or rocks, used by
the club are rumoured to be made of
repurposed cannon balls. Now they’re
made with granite from Ailsa Craig,
Scotland, and weigh about 42 pounds.
Members keep warm in navy blue
fleece coats, and many wear kilts in
the tartan of Earl of St. Andrews.
They sport badges and pins that
commemorate past events and wins.
The club is more social than competitive, though members will play in
bonspiels, and there are often
friendly competitions with nearby
women’s clubs, like the one in Pointe
Claire. The Ladies’ Branch is structured, organized and, members note,
curling requires discipline.
“If you’re retired, I think it’s a great
thing to do,” Bain says, adding
younger women make great members too, if they have the time.
“Everyone comes off the ice at the
same time, so there’s lots of cama-

raderie,” Bain explains. The group,
made up mainly of anglophones
from all over Montreal, play weekday
mornings. After eight to 10 ends,
they’ll wind up the stairwell past curling-themed stained glass windows
and share a hot lunch in the spacious
social club that overlooks the rink.

On Thursdays, they play bridge.
The Royal Montreal Curling Club
is at 1850 de Maisonneuve W.
Prospective members can call general
manager Gérald Côté, 514-935-3411.
An open house will be held October
5, and the Ladies Branch begins curling October 13.
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TRUSTED

SINCE 1962

INDEPENDENT
INSURANCE BROKERS
• AUTO
• HOME OWNERS
• CONDO OWNERS

& TENANTS INSURANCE

• BUSINESS
• MORTGAGE INSURANCE
• TRAVEL
• LIFE INSURANCE

PRODUCTS

“Don´t Buy Insurance
Until
Talk!”

514-481-0181
www.weinsure.ca

4 999 Ste. Catherine St. W., Suite 2 08, We stmount
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L I M I T L E S S
Help realize justice worldwide
Kristine Berey

FALL 2011

Professional & Personal
Development

Computer & Technology
• Introduction to Windows/Mac,
Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point;
• Adobe Dreamweaver, InDesign,
Photoshop...

• NEW! Public Speaking,
Empower your Authentic Self,
Digital Music;
• Drawing with Colour,
Drawing & Creative Expression,
Monday to Friday
Creating Comics and Comic
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Strips, Acrylic Painting,
For additional information and Portfolio Preparation;
a complete list of our offerings, • Scriptwriting for Hollywood,
please visit our web site
Creative Writing;
or contact us.
• Home Staging, Intro to
Interior Design, Singing for the
10% discount for 60+
Beginner, Acrylic Painting…

Photography
• NEW! Adobe Lightroom,
From Camera to the Web;
• Camera Basics, Digital Photography, Creative Composition,
Documentary Photography,
Portraiture Composition,
Wedding Photography…

Languages
• NEW! Français Langue d’Affaires;
• English, French, Chinese,
Japanese, German, Italian;
• English Writing Skills,
Le Français écrit.
ATWATER

Registration online available
www.dawsoncollege.qc.ca/ctd

WANT TO STAY ACTIVE?
Get energized with activities that
will move you to your personal best.
The Cummings Centre offers a
novel approach to life-long learning
for active adults 50 years of age and
over, both as participants and leaders.

EXPERIENCE SOMETHING NEW
AT THE CENTRE OF IT ALL
NEW THIS FALL!

5

$

VALET
PARKING

CONVENIENT OFF-CAMPUS LOCATIONS INCLUDE
CHOMEDEY, ST. LAURENT, THE WEST ISLAND, WESTMOUNT

REGISTER FOR
FALL PROGRAMS

GET YOUR FREE GUIDE NOW:

MEMBERSHIP
HAS ITS
PRIVILEGES!

FOR MEMBERS

PROGRAMS

LIKE US ON:

514.342.1234 | cummingscentre.org
l

VOLUNTEER

l

SOCIAL SERVICES

l

ADAPTED PROGRAMS

l

FOUNDATION
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Many of us are concerned about the
world beyond our personal experience and, when hearing of tragedies
that strike others far away, will send
money to charity with the hope that
we have made a difference. But
while every little bit helps, there is
much more to be done.
Founded by Ernie Schibli in 1975,
the Social Justice Committee has
been informing Canadians about
international human-rights issues
with the aim of generating discussion and encouraging involvement.
“There is a lot people can do,” says
Leah Gardner, education programs
co-ordinator. “We focus on keeping
people engaged in the decision-making process here in Canada. We ask
people to learn about the issues and
write or meet their MPs to try to
change Canadian policy for the better.”
The committee speaks with CEGEP
students, church groups, at the Y or
universities. It has created three interactive workshops on world debt,
international trade and the effect of
the Canadian mining industry operating in poor countries.
“A lot of the structural causes of
global poverty originate in rich
countries and they affect us as well,”
Gardner says. “Our goal is to make
the information available to people
and encourage them to act.”
According to Gardner, the biggest
human-rights issue of all time is
poverty, the result of human-rights
violations. She gives an example:
“There are global impediments to development. You go to a country and
start doing lots of charity work but if
the country has just signed a very unfair trade agreement with a developed
country, the charity work will be less
effective. The trade agreement is one
of the causes [of poverty], illegitimate
debt interest that was paid on debt re-

paid long ago.”
If interest rates are raised, that country is trapped in a cycle of repaying the
debt “over and over again” and cannot
put money into social programs that
would help countries develop.
In keeping with its mission, the Social Justice Committee has put together
a five-week certificate course on economic, social and cultural rights.“The
course began with a group discussion
on global poverty, and we really
thought human rights were a precursor to development. So we talked about
defining social and cultural rights,
whether they are as important as civil
and political rights. Social and cultural
rights are harder to realize and often
treated as not important.”
The course is based on the UN convention of social and cultural rights,
Gardner says.
“Countries are obliged to follow
UN conventions, but in implementation, citizens all play a role. Oftentimes it can be very frustrating,
countries sign and ratify, are obliged
to follow but often these laws are not
implemented.”
The course promises to be exciting,
with local speakers paired up with
people who have worked in human
rights internationally. Speakers and
organizations include Children’s
Care International; Head & Hands;
Handicap International; PINAY, a
non-profit organization of Filipino
migrant and immigrant female
workers; the LGBT Family Coalition;
Chief Ghislain Picard of the Assembly of First Nations of Quebec; and
Labrador and Canadian Crossroadds
International (CCI), a development
organization that works to reduce
poverty and promote women’s rights
around the world.
The course costs $35 and takes
place Tuesdays at 6 p.m., September
20 to October 18 at 1212 Panet.
514-933-6797

The Steger Residence

wishes all our residents & friends a joyful
& Happy New Year!

L’Shanah Tova
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Inquiring minds want to know the best way to get a good brain workout
Irwin Block
Special to The Senior Times

urday lectures at $5 a lecture, for spe- their own enlightenment.
cial activities and social programs,
The institute has acquired a strong
and use of McGill’s libraries during reputation in the years since it began
Now that we’re all getting lots of
the term.
offering courses and the range this
physical exercise, or planning to,
Registration for the fall term begins year is fascinating, from Ancient
what about exercising the mind?
September 19. Registration and Rome through Opera to Who Was
A rich and varied menu of courses
most of the 50 classes are held at 688 William Shakespeare?
for the inquiring mind is available at
Sherbrooke W. Registration is held in
The courses are given at 3405 AtMcGill University’s centre of continSuite 229. A few study groups are water. Open house and Discover
uing education and the Thomas
held at McGill’s Macdonald Campus Café September 9, 6 to 8 pm, and
More Institute.
in Ste. Anne de Bellevue.
September 10, 10 am-4 pm.
McGill’s newly named Community
Registration forms and calendar:
For a list of courses and info:
of Lifelong Learning (formerly the
514-398-8234; mcgill.ca/conted/milr
514-935-9585; thomasmore.qc.ca.
McGill Institute for Learning in ReThe Thomas More Intirement) offers courses led by volstitute is patterned on
Who was this guy? discussions and particiunteers in a peer-learning format.
The Thomas More Institute knows. pation covering topics in
Through discussions and presentations, members actively participate
There are no exams, grades, age the liberal arts, from
Free Workshop on How to Use
in small study groups covering top- limits or prerequisites.
classics and current afOnline Government Services
ics in art, music, culture, history and
Membership is $85 a term, which fairs to religion and phipolitics.
includes entrance to Friday and Sat- losophy.
Offered Twice in October
It offers a menu of 20
Fri. Oct. 7 - 1 to 3 pm / Fri. Oct. 28 - 1 to 3 pm
courses for the fall sesAdvance Registration Required
The Women’s Canadian Club of Montreal
sion, and gives credit for
ATWATER LIBRARY AND COMPUTER CENTRE
most of them toward a
Le Cercle canadien des femmes de Montréal
1200 Atwater Avenue at Ste. Catherine
liberal arts degree
Lectures begin at 12:30 p.m. / Sandwiches at cost and tea/coffee available from 11:30 a.m.
through its affiliation
www.atwaterlibrary.ca
Monday, Sept. 19 Shelagh Grant: Arctic Sovereignty and the Relevance of History
with Bishop’s University
Monday, Oct. 17 Peter MacDougall: Immigration in the 21st Century
514-935-7344 ext. 210
in Lennoxville. Most
Monday, Nov. 21 Wayne Larsen: A.Y. Jackson in Montreal: The Early Years
students participate for

For Seniors

Tuesday, Dec. 6

Holiday Season Luncheon (members and guests)

Members also enjoy Outside Events and Special Luncheons

New Members welcome: $45/year

Guest fees per lecture: $10

Info: [514] 938-4200

The Monday Lectures take place at The Unitarian Church
5035 de Maisonneuve Blvd West (between Claremont Ave. and Ve ndôme métro )
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ST. PATRICK SQUARE

3

We are Cote St. Luc’s best kept secret
for an active community apartment
building designed for autonomous
individuals 55+ and young at heart.
A stone’s throw from bus lines, banks,
Cote St. Luc shopping centre, post
office, and the CLSC.
View our video at

www.stpatricksquare.com

514-481-9609

6767 Cote St. Luc Road
entrance via King Edward

RETIRE WITH A PAYCHEQUE FOR LIFE
Why Life’s brighter with a payout annuity

• Guarantees your retirement income lasts you
a lifetime.
• Income is not affected when stock markets
and interest rates are down.
• Effortless and maintenance free – so youʼre
free to enjoy your retirement.

Today is a good day to learn more, so letʼs talk.

Gloria Pascal, B.A., R.L.U.
Bus: 514-426-1788, Ext. 2224
Cell: 514-983-3362
gloria.pascal@sunlife.com
www.sunlife.ca/gloria.pascal
Financial security advisor and group
insurance and group annuity plans
advisor, Sun Life Financial Distributors
(Canada) Inc., Financial services firm
– Mutual funds representative,
Sun Life Financial Investment
Services (Canada) Inc., Firm in
group savings plan brokerage
Subsidiaries of Sun Life Assurance
Company of Canada 2010.

I

T

Community

L

Creative Social Centre features classes in creative
writing, aerobics, yoga and art as well as the opportunity to join a choir or learn about and watch
major operas. Membership and course fees are
minimal and no one is refused because of inability to pay. 514-488-0907 cscmtl.com.
Cummings Centre for Seniors (CJCS) offers a
novel approach to learning. With an emphasis on
participation, the programming department provides diverse and stimulating activities, as well as
opportunities to socialize in congenial company.
Small class sizes, a relaxed atmosphere and a focus
on group discussion are key elements in the centre’s approach. Innovative classes are offered on a
wide variety of topics by experts, including active
and retired university professors. Courses range
from computers to wellness, painting to politics,
literature to art, music to philosophy and an extensive selection of language courses. Judy: 514342-1234 x7209 cummingscentre.org
Contactivity Centre is a community centre in
Westmount for active seniors. Here you can meet
new friends, keep growing and learning, and simply have a good time. Courses include stretching
to music, painting and drawing, bridge, line dancing, tai chi, history, art appreciation, beginners’
Internet, stress management, cooking for one,
intuition development, and assertiveness.
514-932-2326 contactivitycentre.org

E

S

Westmount Mini Centre & In the City are joint
initiatives of Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom and
the Cummings Centre, offering innovative programming and exciting day trips featuring unique
people and places ... in the city! One must be a
member of TEBS or the Cummings Centre to
benefit from member fees.
Stefani Novick: 514-342-1234 x7201
Almage Senior Community Centre in Anjou has
diverse social services and programs including a
driving refresher course. 514-355-1712 almage.org
The 50+ Club of N.D.G. offers social, recreational
and educational services, as well as lunches and
fitness activities. 514-872-1764

Computers

Volunteer West Island offers computer classes
that cover Intro to Basic Computers, Intro to
Word, Intro to Email & Internet, Skype & Social
Networking. 514-457-5445 x228
Atwater Library and Computer Centre can help
upgrade your computer skills. Not only are
courses offered regularly, but every Monday from
2-4pm, users can stop by the computer centre for
assistance with their computer projects.
Zile Ozols: 514-935-7344 atwaterlibrary.ca
St. Johns United Church offers workshops for the
50+ on how to operate a computer.
Bruce: 514-631-1456 or 514-266-1534

Culture

E.N.C.O.R.E. Educational Club for Seniors invites you to sign up for a new program. They offer
courses downtown in bridge, music appreciation,
drawing and painting, digital photography, Montreal theatre, documentary film, conversational
French, tai chi, yoga, travel, history and philosophy.
Montreal School of Performing Arts on Notre
514-481-2127 encoreseniors.com
Dame W. provides professional training for aspirVolunteer West Island offers a wealth of classes ing actors of all ages.
Josa Maule: 514-483-5526 msopa.com
in various locations on the West Island.
514-457-5445 x228

May this be a New Year blessed with health, happiness & peace!
Que l’année qui commence vous apporte santé,
bonheur et paix !

Canada

S

Francis Scarpaleggia

Hon. Stéphane Dion

Hon. Irwin Cotler

Marc Garneau

M.P.
Lac-Saint-Louis
514-695-6661
scarpaleggia.ca

P.C., M.P.
Saint-Laurent–Cartierville
514-335-6655
stephanedion.liberal.ca

P.C., O.C., M.P.
Mount Royal
514-283-0171
irwincotler.ca

M.P.
Westmount –Ville-Marie
514-283-2013
marcgarneau.ca
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The Dorval Artists’ Association offers courses in science, politics, religion, law, music, medicine,
watercolour, oil, acrylic, drawing and painting. history and travel.
514-633-4000 dorvalartistes.org
514-484-0146 stjamesliterarysociety.com
The University of the Streets Café organizes public conversations in cafés and community spaces
across Montreal. The program is free.
Elizabeth Hunt: 514 848-2424 x3968
univcafe.concordia.ca
The Visual Arts Centre features a comprehensive approach to arts education with more than
300 classes, workshops and intensives in drawing,
watercolour, oil painting, acrylic, figure studies,
jewellery making, pottery, ceramics, photography
courses and more. With a hands-on studio focus
on skill development and creativity plus lectures
and seminars on contemporary art issues.
514-488-9558 www.visualartscentre.ca

Humanities

Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom offers a variety
of lectures covering news, politics and history in
conjunction with the Westmount Mini Centre.
Stefani Novick: 514-342-1234 x7201

Languages

The MAB-Mackay Rehabilitation Centre offers
courses in American Sign Language – the official
language of Deaf people in North America – to
anyone who wishes to acquire a new and unique
skill. Lisa Westaway: 514-488-5552 x3040
mabmackay.ca
The Jewish Public Library offers two levels of
Yiddish Classes. 514-345-2627
jewishpubliclibrary.org

The Thomas More Institute was founded with
the aim of providing opportunities for lifelong
learning and liberal education for adults. Offering
a program of study whereby individuals may obtain a university degree in the liberal arts. Instead
of lectures, trained leaders animate discussions.
Students are invited to participate in a process of
inquiry and are encouraged to view themselves as
actively involved in an adventure of intellectual
discovery.
514-935-9585 thomasmore.qc.ca
The School of Canadian Irish Studies focuses on
Ireland’s complex history and rich culture and the
contribution of Irish immigrants in all regions of
Canada to the social, cultural, economic, religious,
educational and political life of the country.
Matina Skalkogiannis: 514-848-2424 x8711
cdnirish.concordia.ca
The St. James Literary Society was founded in
Montreal in 1898 and as such, is one of the oldest
learned societies in North America. It is a not-forprofit, non-sectarian, non-political organization
that provides a forum for the free exchange of
viewpoints on topics including literature, art, economics, commerce, education, philosophy, sports,

Wellness

Ami Québec offers workshops over the telephone
and video conferencing with the aim of reaching
English-speaking caregivers across Quebec, especially families affected by mental health problems.
The first tele-workshop on managing anxiety
begins September 21.
1-866-396-2433
Irving L. Adessky Community Centre in Hampstead offers a variety of classes including Israeli
dancing, pilates, and CPR.
514-369-8260
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ere’s a wealth of activities right in your
backyard. For what’s on in your neighbourhood, search for your borough on the city
of Montreal website: ville.montreal.qc.ca

KEEP YOUR VITALITY WITH
GENTLE ALEXANDER LESSONS
FROM KIT RACETTE
✓ Retain your mobility and independence
❑
with simple non-strenuous movements.
✓
❑ Keep poise and balance, helping
to prevent falls.
✓ Improve stamina and lightness
❑
✓ Improve your ability to cope with
❑
chronic illness and/or pain.
✓ Lessens your anxiety and increases
❑
your Joie de vivre.
Kit Racette
514-968-0927

kit@amindfulmoment.com

Practice at Belarome
6100 Monkland 514-481-9355

SELLING YOUR HOME?
LOOKING FOR A CONDO?
NEED A RENTAL?

Courtier immobilier/Real Estate Broker

Friends For Mental Health offers workshops on
dealing with a variety of mental health issues.
514-636-6885 asmfmh.org
Dawson Community Centre offers a range of activities with certified instructors, including line
dancing, light exercise, badminton and open gym
– complete training with a cardio warm-up, a circuit of 10 stations for toning and balance and
stretching at the end. Marc Paradis: 514-767-9967

DIAMOND AWARD
Agence immobilère
TOP 3% OF CANADA Franchisé Indépendant et Autonome
FOR 2009-2010

Best Wishes for a Happy and Healthy New Year
from everyone at the King David.
Shana Tova!
5772

Make Manoir King David Your Home
5555 Trent, Côte St. Luc, Tel: (514) 486-1157 • www.manoirkingdavid.com
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LIMITLESS LEARNING
C E G E P S

• Complete esthetic
& partial dentures
• Dentures on implants
• Denture refilling/relining
• Soft base dentures
• On the spot laboratory
* FREE cleaning & polishing
of dentures with this ad
7475 Newman Blvd, Suite 303, LaSalle

514-367-2261
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Call Darlene
450-465-5044

The McGill Community for Lifelong Learning
is a community of mature learners where the emphasis is placed on “peer learning” through participation in self-directed study groups of 10 to 22
members. Active participation rather than passive
listening is encouraged. The groups are led informally by peer moderators who are themselves
members of the community.
Members are encouraged to do research and to
use the McGill libraries. There are no educational
prerequisites, no age limitations, no exams and no
grades.
514-398-6200 mcgill.ca
John Abbott College offers for-credit courses as
well as non-credit community courses ranging
from business and finance to languages and
leisure. They are practical in their approach and
generally students are not required to write formal
exams. 514-457-3063 johnabbott.qc.ca
The Champlain College Saint-Lambert Centre
for Continuing Education offers students the opportunity to continue their education on a fulltime or part-time basis. Champlain offers support Desks across the city have been empty for the whole
to those interested in advancing or changing casummer. It’s time to fill them—and your brain.
reers or enhancing knowledge.
450-672-7364 champlainonline.com
national students. Concordia bills itself as Montreal’s premier destination for “lifelong learners”
Vanier College Continuing Education program who wish to improve their mind and skills.
offers for-credit courses as well as a wide variety of 514-848-2424 x3600 concordia.ca
non-credit courses in their life-skills program, including subjects in business, leisure, health and a Dawson Continuing Education offers many oprange of computer courses.
tions for furthering your career, knowledge, inter514-744-7000 vaniercollege.qc.ca
ests and training. There is something for everyone;
you just have to choose what is right for you from
Concordia University Centre for Continuing a large selection of credit and non-credit courses
Education is an integral part of the School of Ex- and programs, covering a wide range of disciplines
tended Learning, delivering a wide range of inno- and fields, including public speaking, languages,
vative, non-credit programs that provide a unique photography, and computers and technology.
and challenging experiences for local and inter- 514-933-3771 dawsoncollege.qc.ca

In a time when many families are suffering from financial hardship, losing a loved
one can be even more devastating. It is during these uncertain times that you should
seek the best value on funeral services. You want straight answers, not surprises.
Your Dignity Memorial® provider promises to show you the cost for everything
you will receive – a practice not matched by some funeral homes. With the Dignity
Memorial network, you will appreciate our integrity and the real value of the
services you receive.

When You Lose
a Loved One,

Seek The
Best Value

Away From Home Protection ® |
24- Hour Compassion Helpline ® | National Transferability
Bereavement Travel | Personal Planning Services |
Grief Support | Veterans Benefits
RÉSIDENCE FUNÉRAIRE

COLLINS CLARKE

MACGILLIVRAY WHITE

Funeral Home
Reception room • Parking • Chapel

U N I V E R S I T I E S

Collins Clarke Pointe Claire
Manager Martin Allaire
222 highway 20
(514) 483-1870

When you see and experience all that’s offered by your Dignity Memorial
provider, you will discover they provide an incomparable value – making for an
easy choice at a very difficult time.
The Dignity Memorial network: North America’s leading funeral homes and
cemeteries, united to bring you the services you need when it matters most.

Collins Clarke Sherbrooke St.
Manager Martin Allaire
5610 Sherbrooke Street West
N.D.G. (514) 483-1870
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Collins Clarke St-Lambert
Manager Maryse Proulx
307 Riverside Drive
(514) 483-1870

Laurent Theriault, Verdun
and Ville LaSalle
Manager Daniel Theriault
(514) 769-3867

Photo: Kayceevinay, Wikimedia Commons
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Photo courtesy of Save the Children

The devastating combination of drought, armed
conflict and unaffordable food prices in African
countries including Kenya, Somalia and Ethiopia
has been called the most severe humanitarian
crisis on the planet right now. Aid workers warn
it will get worse before it gets better, as the
drought will probably last until October.
The food shortage and violence affect the
youngest and weakest, with half of the population
in refugee camps under 11 years old. Lack of access to clean water and sanitation allows illness to
run rampant, with malnutrition and child mortality at emergency levels in several areas where the
UN has declared a famine.
Unicef says that in these zones, 10 per cent of
kids under 5 die every three months. Compounding the problem is that the area is considered to be
more dangerous than Iran or Afghanistan, making delivery of aid extremely difficult.
“If this were Haiti, we would have dozens of people on the ground by now,” Eric James, of the
American Refugee Committee, a private aid or“Many people are going to die” in drought-stricken ganization, told the New York Times. “It is safe to
African countries. Even $10 can help. say that many people are going to die as a result of

Photo: Kate Holt, Unicef

Help save a child and double your impact

The food shortage and violence affect the weakest.

little or no access.”
Canadians have donated $20 million, but aid
workers say more is needed.
Aid workers have stressed that even a $10 donation is significant.
Until September 16, the Canadian International
Development Agency will match your donation to
a registered charity of your choice.
To donate to the Humanitarian Coalition, which
includes Oxfam, Care Canada and Save the Children, call 1-800-464-9154. To donate to Unicef,
call 514-288-5134 or visit unicef.ca.

Mon équipe et moi vous présentons nos meilleurs voeux pour
cette nouvelle année. Qu’elle soit remplie de bonheur
et de prospérité.
À tous nos concitoyens de religion juive Shana Tova!
My team and I offer you our best wishes for a New Year
filled with happiness and prosperity.
To all the citizens of Jewish faith Shana Tova!
Gérald Tremblay
Chef d’Union Montréal et
maire de Montréal

www.unionmontreal.com

R E N TA L A PA R T M E N T S
Lanthier Royal – Pointe-Claire
321 Lanthier, Suite 106
CALL NOW: 514-418-0113
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED IN YOUR RENT!

2 bedrooms starting at $1309 - only a few left!
3 bedrooms starting at $1539

Many amenities, wonderful views, minutes to lac St-Louis & Beaconsfield

Email us at louer@capreit.net or visit our website at www.caprent.com
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Dining Out

Diva dabbles, but her
first love is gospel
Kristine Berey

R E S TA U R A N T
Best Wishes for the
New Year & Holiday
Season to our
clients & friends.

A warm Greek experience
Management & Staff wish our clientele
A Happy & Healthy New Year.

S O UV LA K I

Monday Closed
Wed – Sat 12 to 10 p.m.

514 227-0505

•

Tuesday 4 to 10 p.m.
Sunday 4 to 10 p.m.

362 Fairmount W.

514 227-0606

.........
Open daily at 5pm
.........
Reservations required

Montreal

6544 Somerled

514 270-8437

RESTAURANT

Sun. - Thurs.
11 am - 11 pm
Fri. - Sat.
11 am - midnight

Italian Cuisine

S
Happy hour
on Terrace
with a special
antipasti menu.

The family of Restaurant Marathon
wishes their clientele a
5 3 6 5 d e s J o c key s

51 4-7 31 -6 45 5

Decarie & Jean-Talon

TERRASSE IS OPEN!

10%

discount
for Seniors

MEDITERRANEAN CUISINE & LOUNGE

Best Wishes
for the
New Year
to our
wonderful
Patrons!

10%

Discount
with this ad

from the
À la carte menu only.

SPECIAL
MENU

Healthy & Happy New Year!
FOR TAKEOUT
& RESERVATIONS:

Catering available
for every occasion

TUSCANY GRILL

Dining Room only.

Sun-Thurs 4pm-10pm

2 for

$25

Wine at the
price of
+$7

514.484.7525

8.95

Expires
Sept. 30/11.

10%

Discount

on all
take out
from the
À la carte
menu.

5525

Côte St-Luc Rd

LUNCH SPECIAL
starting from

$

Healthy
& Happy
New Year!

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
Seniors 10% off at noon. Private
reception area (60 people) 2nd floor

Open 7 days - 11 am to midnight
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

4337 Saint John’s Blvd., D.D.O.
514-626-6455

www.sequoiarestaurant.ca

A taste of Portugal at your doorstep

◆ ◆ ◆ ◆

Charcoal grilled meats & seafood

Dining room • Take-out service • Catering
1970 Graham,
Mount-Royal
(corner Kindersley)

514.504.5110

www.galogrill.ca
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Though singer Vivienne Deane has
learned opera, conducted choirs, sung at
the International Jazz
Festival, performed
with Oliver Jones and
Vic Vogel, composed
children’s music and
more, her first love has
always been gospel.
After many years of beautiful music but also a lot
of struggle, the independent musician’s stars seem
to be aligned just right.
On September 16, there will be a showing of a
documentary film called Gospel According to Vivienne made by Jean Andre Fourestie and Bruno Pucella, two independent filmmakers who wanted to
chronicle the challenge Deane has set for herself,
that of producing an original gospel CD.
On September 17, Deane will perform at the
Westmount Library for the launch of John Gilmore
and Felix Stussi’s book Swinging in Paradise.
But what Dean is most excited about is her coming
concert at Oscar Peterson Hall on September 24.
“We will be doing a show called Dream Your
Dreams, an evening of all my original compositions from jazz, pop, blues and country,” Deane
said. “It is also the launch of my gospel CD called
Let Heaven Rejoice, Let the Earth Be Glad.
Deane has invited guest performers, some friends
and students, to join her in an eclectic performance.
“I have arranged one of my songs for an Irishbased vocal quartet, the Lily Shakers, a pop duet
for CC Walker and Cleopatra Marshall. Darianna
Everett will perform a jazz waltz from one of my
children’s albums and I will do a portion with guitar. It is quite a mixed bag.”
For more info: viviennedeane.com.

Succumbing to temptation and gluttony on an Atomic level
Alice Abracen
I took care not to eat for several
hours before visiting family-run
Atomic Pizzeria and Restaurant in
Chomedey with my friend Danielle
Szydlowski.
Such measures were to prove by no
means useless, but not particularly effective either; at Atomic it is not easy
to resist the mouth-watering Greek
food, and all too easy to succumb to
temptation and gluttony, devouring
the delectable, massive portions.
We were greeted by friendly staff
and beautiful frescoes of the
Mediterranean coast. It was early in
the evening and the night had not really started yet for Atomic, but already happy patrons were spilling in.
Regulars assumed their seats with
habitual bonhomie, looking forward
to the live music that is promised
every Friday evening.

We were served some delicious pitas
with oil, accompanied by shrimp. I
had never eaten shrimp before and
was a little apprehensive, but Atomic
has converted me to the shellfish as a
delicacy; the shrimp were fresh, succulent and replete with flavour.
We agreed after our first sip that we
had ordered the best sangria we had
ever tasted: smooth, fresh, sweet, an
enticing deep shade of red.
We savoured spanakopita ($5.75) and
zucchini chips as our appetizers. The
spanakopita were comprised of several
small rolls, a crispy layer of breading
masking the deliciously flavoured potatoes and spinach therein.
The mound of zucchini chips was
sprinkled with gently aromatic
cheese and served with tzatziki sauce.
Outwardly battered, inwardly soft
and moist, the chips were delectable.
Our server, Anastasia, asked how
we were enjoying the meal, but we

could barely pry the food from our
lips long enough to reply. She explained the secret of Atomic: “Everything is homemade. Everything is
made with love and served with love,
and that makes a difference.”
Danielle and I realized, as we tore
into the appetizers, that we were leaving no room for the substantial entrées yet to come. As massive portions
were placed before us we had to steel
ourselves.
We’d ordered Quebec lamb chops
($21.95) and the pork platter ($13).
After a single bite of my lamb chop, my
appetite returned. Sometimes lamb
can be too tough or dry—not so here.
It was placed on a soft bed of flavoured
rice and served with a village salad and
delectably seasoned potatoes.
The pork, a Friday-night special,
was shredded and extraordinarily
tender. It was served with the famous

41-ingredient Atomic salad.
The magnitude of the meal left us
feeling full to bursting and in no
shape for dessert, but we had to try.
As we were served baklava ($6.50)
and loukoumades with honey ($7),
the live music began.
We gorged on the treats while listening to Greek tunes with a lively
beat played by two musicians on a
keyboard and a guitar. The guitarist
gently serenaded us throughout the
remainder of our meal.
Every so often choruses of “opah!”
broke out. When a Zorba tune was
played, a patron took to the dance
floor. As the song finished, the patron
joined the other musicians, playing
maracas to the next piece.
Atomic Pizzeria and Restaurant,
4637 du Souvenir, Chomedey. For
reservations, which are accepted but
not required, call 450-688-6340.
Valid with this coupon on
dining room orders only.
Offer expires
Sept 30, 2011

Buffet Maharaja
“Haute Indian Cuisine” at its finest.

(maximum 2 persons per coupon).
Except Holidays and Festivals.

Winner of the "Consumers’ Choice Award"
for 13 consecutive years, 1997-2010.

Seniors’ Days 60 years +
Wednesdays 25% off

95
pl us
t axes

Best Wishes for
the New Year to
our treasured
Jewish clients.

Halal

$

514. 934.0655 1481 René-Lévesque Blvd. W.

13

1360 Sunnybrooke, D.D.O.

4559 boul. St-Charles, Pierrefonds

514-683-6369

NEW

514-620-5888

This special offer does not apply to Specialty Pizzas. Limited time offer. Cannot be combined with any other offer.

Best Wishes for a Happy & Healthy New Year!

CE

Daou

U

P

www.pizzaspano.ca

ORDER ANY
FOR ONLY
2 SMALL
$
99
TRADITIONAL PIZZAS

O
DA U

RESTAURANT
DE

AN INCREDIBLE SPECIAL FOR REGULARS &
A WARM INVITATION FOR FIRST-TIMERS TO ENJOY
THE MOST DELICIOUS PIZZA ON THE WEST ISLAND
Open daily at 11 a.m. for delivery

+ taxes

IS

IN

A family-run business.
Now with 2 great locations
for FREE delivery anywhere on
the West Island

8.95

1975

S

Fine Lebanese Cuisine Catering & Banquet Service

519 Faillon East, Montreal
514-276-8310

2373 Marcel Laurin, St-Laurent
514-334-1199

Owner: Daou family Fax: 514-334-6720

Jardin A s e a n Garden
Truly Authentic Asian Taste

Best Wishes for a Happy & Healthy New Year to our Jewish Friends.

• Szechuan • Dimsum • Thai • Sushi

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Sunday - Thursday $22.95
Friday - Saturday $25.95 Dining Room Only
FREE DELIVERY

Del Frisco
Wood
oven
pizza

Monday - Thursday

11:30 am - 2:30 pm
5 pm - 10 pm
Friday - Saturday

3237 des Sources Blvd, DDO

Res er v atio ns : 5 14 -4 87-88 68

514-683-4444 • www.delfriscos.ca

5828 Sherbrooke St. W. (corner Regent)

11:30 am - 2:30 pm
5 pm - 11 pm
Sunday

11:30 am - 2:30 pm
5 pm - 10 pm
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Visit Grandma’s house in your own kitchen
Most people aspire to cooking “just
like Mom used to make it.”
Me? I’d like to be able to bake just
like my grandmother. For me, nothing says Grandma like Farmor’s
(grandmother) aebleskiver, little Danish donut-style spheres of goodness.
Aebleskiver is made in a special
cast-iron skillet, rolled in sugar and
sometimes filled with jam.

6- 9.
$

00

Lower in salt and made with fresh
ingredients. Meals come in biodegradable
containers for easy freezing, and can be
heated in the microwave or oven.
Delivered to your home!

EX O f r u i t s

For Menu call:
A convenient way to have a nutritional home-style meal.
From the freezer to microwave oven.

514 713-1951 or 613 632-9249
comfortmeals@sympatico.ca
www.comfortmeals.ca
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ONLY

$

Aebleskiver
1 cup flour
1 tbsp sugar
11⁄2 tsp baking
powder
1 pinch salt
2 eggs
11⁄2 cups milk
Mix dry ingredients in a bowl.

Place eggs in a measuring cup and
cover milk until it reaches 12⁄3 cups;
beat.
Add liquids to dry ingredients.
Mix well.
Cook over a fairly low heat with
1
⁄4-tsp oil in the bottom of each space.
When half-cooked and bubbly
around the edges, flip over with a
spoon. When that batch is done, start
again till you’ve used all the batter.
Serve with butter and sugar or your
favourite preserve.
– Hayley Juhl
If you have a special just-likegrandma-made-it recipe, share it
with us: editor@theseniortimes.com.
Please put Grandma’s Recipe in the
subject line.

Visit our

Charcuterie & Deli section
Unusual Imported & Domestic Variety
For the finest in Gourmet Delicacies

• NUTS
• BREAD
• OILS
• JAMS

• CHEESES
• COLD CUTS
• DRIED FRUIT
• COFFEE

BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY & HEALTHY NEW YEAR!

5192 Côte-des-Neiges
514-738-1384

HOME DELIVERY
Open Mon-Sat: 8am-9pm
Sundays: 9am-9pm
ADVERTISEMENT

QUALITIFRUITS
Warmest Wishes for a Happy and Healthy New Year.
Thank you for your patronage for the last 22 years.
From Pat and Vince
• Finest quality of fruits & vegetables
• Fresh baked breads & imported produce
• Variety of cheeses & health foods
• Excellent Home made Take-out Foods
• Fruit/Cheese/Deli meat platters for all occasions
• Solly’s products now available
5818 Westminster, Côte St. Luc
Tel: 514-481-7341

ARY DIET USES 100 CALORIE MU
REVOLUTIONPPETITE WHILE MELTING AWAY THE FFINS
POUND
SA
S
TO SUPPRES
Satisfies your sweet tooth with all natural and preservative-free muffins
Laura Iny started making diet muffins 25 years
ago, every time she had to lose weight. “Diets fail
because people get hungry. The reason The Magic
Muffin Diet™ works, is because it takes the hunger
out of dieting. We bake and package 35 100-calorie
muffins in every box. Muffins come in 4 delicious
flavors.
You eat 5 muffins a day, 2 fruits, 8 to 10 ounces
of lean protein, plenty of veggies and salad, plus you
have the flexibility to space them out whenever you
want, according to your lifestyle.” The dieter can split
proteins between lunch and dinner, and even save a
muffin as a late night snack. It is vital to drink with

each muffin as they are so full of fibre that the liquid
works with the fibre to make you feel full.
Laura went public with this diet in 2009, when
her doctor got on it, lost weight, and started telling
her patients about it. Word of mouth spread like
wildfire, creating tremendous demand.
Laura has many satisfied customers and is
responsible for countless pounds being shed. Once
your goal weight is reached, people continue buying
them to use as healthy snacks. According to Laura,
“the average weight loss is between 5 to 10 pounds
the first week, and 2 to 4 pounds every week after
that.

5522 Côte St-Luc Rd., (corner Clanranald) 514-488-DIET (3438) www.themagicmuffindiet.com

Tommy & the La Belle family extend best wishes for the New Year to all their clients.

Full Breakfast Daily 5:30am-2pm $4.95
Enjoy our daily steamed hotdogs, juicy hamburgers, mouth watering
sandwiches, submarines, smoked meat clubs & wraps.

At La Belle eat like a king & pay like a pauper.

THE

BEST

IN

TOWN

6752 ST. JACQUES W. 514-481-8114
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Remarkable birthday party might be a sign of the (senior) times
Irwin Block
Special to The Senior Times
A special birthday celebration for
22 people could be called a “sign of
the (senior) times.”
Nineteen women and three men
had a collective birthday party last
month and all were celebrating the
fact they had lived 100 years or more.
The celebration was held at the
Jewish Eldercare Centre on Victoria
for eight residents who had reached
100: six were 101, two were 102, and
three are turning 103.
The most senior celebrants were
104, 105, 107, and the eldest, Bella
(Huss) Zomberg is 109.

This year’s crop of super seniors
was described by Robin Thornton, a
centre spokesperson, as “pretty astonishing,” because it is almost double last year’s total of 13 who had
reached the 100 or more mark.
A cleaner and healthier environment and vastly improved health
care are the basic reasons people live
longer in most developed countries,
Thornton noted.
As of 2007, the life expectancy for
Canadian men was 78, for women
83, Statistics Canada found. That’s a
good decade longer than the corresponding figure in 1960-62, when
men could expect to live to 68,
women to 74.

The centre is home to 320 residents
and is designed for people who can
no longer live on their own.
“We encourage residents to live as
autonomously as possible,” Thornton said.
The centre tries to avoid regimentation. For example, late risers can stay
in bed until 9 a.m. and still get breakfast. Lunch can be eaten when residents want. Dozens of organized
activities include bingo, bowling, shuffleboard, concerts and pet therapy.
It caters to a Jewish clientele, offering kosher food and holiday celebrations, but all denominations are
welcome to live there.
irblock@hotmail.com

TIPS ON HOW TO LIVE A LONG LIFE
Russian-born Brukha Rozenman
says regular exercise is the key to
her longevity.
Barbados-born Caroline Ford,
mother of seven, is strongly religious and sings hymns with gusto.
Holocaust survivor Franja
Kruger is a retired hat designer
who selects different headgear
every day from her vast collection.
And Ethel Brodwin: “Respect
people and they will like you. If you
like a person, show them.
“There’s too much hate in the
world.”

Greetings for the Jewish New Year from your MNAs
May your year be blessed with Health & Happiness!
Que l’année qui commence vous apporte santé et bonheur!

Shana Tovah!
Bonne année !

Premier Jean Charest

Raymond Bachand
MNA for Outremont

François Ouimet
MNA for Marquette

Guy Ouellette
MNA for Chomedey

Pierre Marsan
MNA for Robert-Baldwin

Minister of Finance;
Minister of Revenue;
Minister responsible
for the Montreal region

Second Vice-President
of the
National Assembly

Chair of the Committee on
Labour and the Economy,
Parliamentary assistant to
the Minister for Transport,
Parliamentary assistant to
the Minister of Revenue

Chair of the
Committee on Culture
and Education

514-482-0199

514-634-9720

514-684-9000

450-686-0166

Geoffrey Kelley
MNA for Jacques-Cartier
Minister responsible
for Aboriginal Affairs

514-697-7663

Pierre Arcand
MNA for Mont-Royal

Kathleen Weil
MNA for
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

Lawrence S. Bergman
MNA for
D’Arcy-McGee

Minister of Immigration
and Cultural Communities

Chairman of the
Government Caucus

Minister of Sustainable
Development,
Environment and Parks

514-489-7581

514-488-7028

514-341-1151
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Heart and humour marry in Midnight in Paris
Royal LePage Village

Wishing you a Healthy
& Happy New Year

Lauren Marks-Vesely
Real Estate Broker

Cell: 514.944.8336
Dedication • Devotion • Determination

We buy gold!
Broken
& Unwanted
jewellery!
We pay top $$$!
8k - 24k
Bij ou terie

514-695-6527
3705 St. Charles
Kirkland

J ew el l e r y
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673 rang Dumas

Ormstown

Vishesh Abeyratne
The past can be an immense source of comfort
when we find ourselves bored and disillusioned
with the present. It tempts us, beguiles us to return to it. At worst, this longing for what was lost
can be harmful and self-destructive, as it can lead
one to neglect important details of personal zeitgeist. At best, it is merely unproductive in the
most charmingly benign fashion.
Nowhere have I seen this sentiment expressed in a
more inventive and humorous way than in Woody
Allen’s latest comic fantasy, Midnight in Paris.
Owen Wilson portrays a financially successful but
personally dissatisfied Hollywood screenwriter
named Gil Pender. Gil is enamored of Paris and
considering settling there to complete a novel. His
more earthly and self-absorbed fiancée, Inez
(Rachel McAdams), does not share this romantic
vision, preferring instead to live in a comfortable,

Best Wishes for a Happy
& Healthy New Year!
Meilleurs vœux de bonheur
et de santé pour cette
nouvelle année.

2 green fees
with electric car

Monday
after 11 am :
Tuesday and Thursday
before 2 pm :

$65

Monday to Thursday
after 2 pm :

$59
$49

Friday and Sunday
after 12 pm :

$65

Jacques Chagnon

Député de Westmount–Saint-Louis
MNA for Westmount–Saint-Louis

tax
incl.

1155 University St., Suite 1312
Montreal (Quebec) H3B 3A7
Tel: 514-395-2929
jchagnon-wsl@assnat.qc.ca

tax
incl.
tax
incl.

Famille Lalonde
514-685-5252

tax
incl.

Family Sunday Free green fee
For junior 16 yrs and under if
accompanied by adult
paying regular price
RESERVATIONS

450-829-2061 or 1-877-743-7776
www.golformstown.com

- KOSHER – MEAT, DAIRY, DELI, FROZEN PRODUCTS
- INTERNATIONAL SECTION
- TELEPHONE ORDERS

- DELIVERY SERVICE
- OPEN 7 DAYS 8AM- 10PM

Healthy
A Happy,
lients!
c
r
u
o
l
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a
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New Year
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Enrico Lalonde and
Normand Barbeau
Owners

cushy Californian suburb. Both have come to Paris
to visit Inez’s parents traipse around the City of
Lights shopping and taking in various works of art.
Unable to withstand the company of his soon-tobe wife and her pretentious know-it-all friends, Gil
takes a walk at midnight. He is transported into the
Jazz Age of the 1920s and meets several artistic and
literary idols who were indigenous to said epoch.
Witty banter, historical inside jokes and a romance
that grows and stretches across time ensue.
Owen Wilson channels Allen’s spirit in his portrayal
of Allen’s trademark character: an awkward and confused soul constantly tripping over his own feet,
completely out of place in his assigned surroundings.
But Wilson adds a complimentary layer of wide-eyed
idealistic innocence to Gil, giving us a wholly sympathetic and well-rounded comic protagonist.
The ensemble cast seems to be having a lot of fun
in their various costume pieces. Of particular note
is Adrian Brody, who completely steals his one
scene as the delightfully deranged surrealist
painter Salvador Dali.
The writing is top-notch, as we’ve come to expect from Allen. There are plenty of laughs along
the way, especially picks up on the jokes relating
to famous authors and artists from times past. But
there is also a small amount of weight and substance to this film’s flights of fantasy.
Allen takes the concept of nostalgia and obsession with the past and explores it with a buoyant
playfulness that is thoroughly enjoyable to watch.
Midnight in Paris is a film that bounces on the
solid ground provided by its intriguing premise
and charming, albeit crazy cast of characters. It
possesses an healthy quantity of humour and
heart.
It is an enchanting ode to a city where so many
lost souls go to lose even more of themselves only
to find themselves again.

e Cloisters evokes a time when knighthood was in ... Manhattan
Our Man
in New York
Harry Rolnick

After a month of earth tremors,
wild winds and eight escaped lunatics pretending to run for president of my country, medieval
meditation beckoned.
A half-hour from lower Manhattan
were the pine-spreading hills of Fort
Tryon Park with its spice gardens,
and the hilltop Spanish, Italian and
Flemish monasteries of The Cloisters. And while this sounds like an
opium dream, the gorgeous, almost
unknown site is all too real.
Actually, it started before the First
World War, as the dream of an American architect smitten with 13th-century sculpture. Not terribly rich, he
traipsed through Europe, amassing

Photo: Harry Rolnick

Do markets crash?
Do armies clash?
Do street-gangs go a-roistering?
Then mute our horns,
Fright not unicorns:
Sing“We’ll go a-Cloistering”
—Anon

The Cloisters’ Hunt of the Unicorn shows the chase and the slaying of the animal.

neglected tapestries, frescos and old
doors from farms and warehouses,
later opening a little private museum.
In 1934, John D. Rockefeller Jr., hearing of these gems, bought the collection and land on the park, giving it
to the Metropolitan Museum of Art
to construct buildings to hold them
That could have been another museum. Instead, the Met managed to
bring back walls, doors, towers and
plans for and from dozens of monasteries in Europe, placing this collec-

Family and Friends
are invited to a Special Event
sponsored by Vista featuring
Dr. Joe Schwarcz who will discuss

Aging – Fact and Fancy
Saturday, September 17, 2011 at 3pm
Tour available 1pm - 4pm
LIMITED SPACE - FREE ADMISSION
BY RSVP ONLY
Reservations: 514-483-5300 ext. 552

tion into—yes—that dream of the
Middle Ages in 1938 New York City.
I had last been there as a wee toddler, remembering only the 15thcentury Hunt of the Unicorns
tapestries. Nobody knows when they
were made, but these graphic hangings showing the unicorn, the chase
and—oh, how I cried as a child—the
slaying of the beautiful white animal.
(I cried then, but the unicorn was

symbol of purity as well, so its death
is still a mystery.) Today, I was astounded by the unicorns but even
more, by the so-real hunting dogs
and the glory of the hunt.
The Unicorn Tapestry Room is but
one of the splendors in this wondrous group of ancient buildings
overlooking the Hudson River and
all that is manic in Manhattan itself.
It was a sudden decision, but the subway ride to upper Manhattan left me
in front of the park, with a long road
to climb, through wildflowers until the
sign Quiet Zone, and then the basilica
appeared above the treetops.
I have seen enough bell-towers in
Italy and France. The Cloisters is a
literal time trip. Inside the hall, the
rooms, gardens, chapels and corridors branch out, in all directions,
and we all have our favourites.
Outside the Unicorn Tapestries, I
take the Hall of the Heroes. You enter
through a flamboyant gothic gate, and
the tapestries show gorgeous reproductions of Alexander the Great or
Hector of Troy (nobody has ascertained which), then Julius Caesar
(surrounded by rollicking musicians).
Continued on Page 28

PHARMACY JEAN DAVID
Affilated to

IS NOW OPEN!

Happy, Healthy New Year to all our clients!
Mr. Jean David, Mrs. Nahed Nosseir and Mrs. Dina Gouel, are well known and
experienced pharmacists in the West Island. Offering professional, personalized
bilingual quality service from the time you step foot into our pharmacy.

514-683-6000

3627 Sources Blvd, (corner of Salaberry)
Dollard-des-Ormeaux
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New Hope is a quilt made of activities, comfort food and conversation
Ara Avedissan, 88, has only good things to say
about the New Hope Senior Citzen’s Centre in
N.D.G.
Once a week, he and his wife, Marielle Deguire,
attend an exercise class and a community lunch at
the centre and chat with the other members and
staff. “The people there are very pleasant and genuine,” Avedissian says.
But despite the fact that the food and conversation are great, and that a yearly membership costs
a mere $10, the New Hope Centre seems to be a
well-kept secret in the community.
“We’re having a hard time getting our name out
there these days,” says Gerry Lafferty, executive director of the centre.
“Yet we’ve been in N.D.G. for over 32 years and
we are the biggest Wheels on Meals provider in
western Montreal.”
The centre, whose mandate is to break isolation
among seniors, prepared 11,000 meals and 6,000
community lunches last year, available to members for $5.
Though its name implies the services are for seniors, the youngest member is 55 and the oldest “a
very active 97-year-old,” Lafferty says. “In the past
we have accepted people under 50 if they really
needed us.”
Members usually come one or a few days a week
for the day program, which consists of exercise
class, lunch and games afterward.
“Between all of this I try to bring in guest speakers with a focus on health and safety,” Lafferty says.
The centre offers classes in art and there is an ongoing, immensely accomplished quilting class
whose creations are sometimes used to raise funds
at the annual Christmas craft bazaar.
If members who live in N.D.G. can’t get to the
centre because of reduced mobility or because

Photo: Kristine Berey

Kristine Berey

Ara Avedissan and wife Marielle Deguire
visit New Hope Senior Citizen’s Centre for
an exercise class and a community lunch.

they can’t access adapted transport, the centre provides door-to-door transportation.
Lafferty is proud of a special exercise program,
called Viactive.
“It can be done standing, or sitting on a chair or
leaning against something. It is done to beautiful
music and the teacher, who herself had both knees
replaced, is fantastic,” he says.“Besides quilting, it’s
our biggest program.”

Avedissian says he enjoys the lunches and he
and Deguire often buy frozen meals to take
home. All of the classic comfort foods are represented on the menu, including fish, chicken, roast
beef and shepherd’s pie. At the moment, the centre has 132 senior members and delivers to 100
Meals on Wheels clients.
“Like the lunches, the Meals on Wheels are threecourse meals consisting of soup or salad, main
course and dessert, delivered to your door,”
Lafferty says.
The meals and their delivery are the work of a
devoted team of volunteers, including chef
Michael Easton, who cooks up a storm four days
a week.
Though the Centre receives funding, it must
raise more than half its budget on its own.
Besides the Christmas bazaar, funds are raised
through the Cents for Seniors fundraiser during
the fall.
“Last year we raised $1,000 in pennies,” Lafferty
says.
“I buy rollers and put stickers on them and pass
them out to everyone I know for their pennies.
The bank hates me—I bring cases and cases of
pennies, and this will go on until the end of
October.”
A gently used women’s clothes boutique, open
until after lunch on Monday, Wednesday and
Thursday, also helps with expenses.
“We are always looking for donations of ladies’
clothes,” Lafferty says.
Many New Hope members are single women
who don’t have families in the city.
“It’s a phenomenon in Montreal that children
born in the ’70s have left Montreal to find a job,
leaving their parent(s) without support. New
Hope is their support.”
The New Hope Centre welcomes new members.
Call Gerry Lafferty at 514-484-0425.

Research program benefits science – and you

Best Wishes for
a Happy New Year
Rabbi Mordechai Tober
Joseph Pastor • Ray Foisy
3801 Jean-Talon West • 514 344-1716

Exercise is a proven way to promote physical and
mental health and prevent neurodegeneration,
and the McGill Centre for Studies in Aging wants
you to get active.
The centre invites those who wish to support its
research to take part in the annual Marathon
OASIS de Montréal September 25 as part of its
team.By paying slightly higher-than-normal registration fees, you will help promote research at
the centre and receive an MCSA T-shirt to wear as
you run.
The event offers full and half marathons (42.2
and 21 kilometres) and shorter runs of 10, five and
one kilometres.
McGill is asking friends and supporters to pay

$100 for 21 km (instead of $85), $75 for 10 km
($60), and $50 for 5 km ($45). Tax receipts for $28
to $50 will be issued for the donation portion of
your contributions.
Funds collected go to help pay for research at the
centre, which looks into what science can do to
prevent neurodegeneration.
5-km event: Rachel and St. Michel, 8:40 a.m.
10-km event: Père Marquette Park, 8:45 a.m.
Half marathon: Jean Drapeau Park, 10:30 a.m.
To register by mail, send cheque with correct
amount for your category, plus donation if desired, to McGill Centre for Studies in Aging, 6825
LaSalle, Verdun, Que., H4H 1R3.
Info: 514-766-2010.

Happy and Healthy
New Year!

Serving our community
for 5 generations
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Paperman & Sons

514-733-7101 • 3888 Jean-Talon West
www.paperman.com

English and
French.”
Beatrice, a gradBercovici uate of Dalkeith
School, wrote: “I
would like to
thank Generations from the
bottom of my heart for this great
gift and hope that later on in life, I
too may contribute in giving a
young student a sense of awareness and social responsibility.”
As the school year approaches, I
recall a remark by Mr. Logan,
who taught Adrian Bercovici, the
executive director of Generations
Foundation, mathematics many
years ago.
He was deeply saddened at the
loss of his father.
Adrian asked him, Why are you
here to teach this evening?
Mr. Logan replied: “There is
nothing I can do for my father
now, but there is a lot I can do for
you.”
We are inspired by the dedication and caring of others and
continue to share in this tradition.
generationsfoundation.com,
514-933-8585.

Generations
Natalie
Inspiration exists throughout
our lives. We are born with a
family to inspire us and as we
grow up, a multitude of people
enter our lives to teach and motivate us.
Generations Foundation reaches
out daily to engage and inspire
children and their families.
With the support of generous
donors and volunteers, we provide breakfast, snacks and hot
meals at no cost in schools. We
support summer sleepaway
camps and their staff to inspire
hundreds of children; we are laying the cornerstone of happy and
productive children!
Mona, a graduate of Nesbitt
School, writes: “My parents are so
very proud of my achievements,
including your Citizenship &
Community Award of a laptop,
which will help me so much with
my homework and grades in the
coming years to learn math,

An oﬃcer and a gentle lady
starts a new life in retirement
she says, it’s because they have
Here at Sun Youth a problem.”
“It was a pleasure working
Nicolas Carpentier
with Josée on many different
projects”, said Helio Galego,
director of Sun Youth’s Crime
Last month, Sun Youth Bike Patrollers Prevention and Victim Services. “I
organized a barbecue to celebrate the appreciated her great professionalism
end of the 2011 Bike Patrol Season.
and the love and support for our
Also celebrated was the outstanding organization.”
contribution of Josée Bellemare, a comSun Youth would like to wish her
munity relations officer. Bellemare will happy retirement and all the best for
retire from the force next year after al- the future.
most 29 years of loyal service.
Over the years, she has been a
true partner of Sun Youth
and was always there to lend
a hand at various community
events—she is a real inspiration.
What Bellemare likes the
most about her job (and what
she will miss the most once
she retires) is the contact with
the public. She is a link between Sun Youth and women,
newly arrived immigrants,
people with mental disabilities and senior citizens who
need assistance.
“When people call the police,
Officer Josée Bellemare will retire next year.
it’s not because it’s going well,

$

• Comprehensive dentistry
• Gentle touch

• Senior Discounts available

Eliminate Harassment,
Seizures, and Stress
Bilingual Services and
FREE Consultation
30 Years Experience

Happy Healthy & Prosperious New Year
to our Jewish Clients & Friends

MONDAY - SATURDAY 8 AM - 8 PM
Barry Lackman, Beny Masella and Sandra Messias

PHARMACIE

All pharmacies are not created equal.
Free pick-up & delivery
Personalized medication reports
Blood glucose tests
Complete diabetic centre
Home healthcare products
Blood pressure tests
Complete INR services
And many more products and services...

PHARMACY

and their families and the staff of

Lackman and Masella Pharmacy

wish their customers and friends a happy and healthy
Rosh Hashanah.

5462 Westminster Avenue

Côte St-Luc, Qc
H4X 2A5

Tel: (514) 489-4909
Fax: (514) 489-8985
Toll Free: 1-888-489-4909

Email: info@lmpharmacy.ca
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Kind words oﬀer inspiration
year after year

Where once walked monks is a treasury of gardens

Bagel wars redux

Continued from Page 25

Dear Editor,
I was going to rant about Harry Rolnick’s piece about the Great Bagel Wars
(summer issue). Then I read his main
article to see if there was a connection.
While mulling over what I wanted
to commit to paper, I read Juan
Rodriguez’s flashback to his early
days at the Montreal Star, and there
was what I was looking for: an upsetthe-applecart pattern.
I have seen New Yorkers bite into a
St. Viateur Bagel for the first time.
Faces light up like the cat that got the
canary. Rolnick, you are on the defense where there is no attack. The
press wants trash talk between the
cities’ bagels. That is fun for us, but
people take it too seriously. The bagels
share a common name, are round
with a hole, and made with flour and
water. Yet they are not the same.
What kind of shot was Harry’s last
paragraph? It was in bad taste. That
was Rolnick trying to upset the applecart. We don’t brag about Montreal bagels, we let the bagels do the
taste test to settle any doubts.
Juan is the real thing (as if you didn’t know—straight shooter when it
comes to music.
You have the best of the best.
—Andrew Gryn, Montreal

Photo: Harry Rolnick

minutes, you look outside to see
The Jews are represented by
one of the monastic gardens
David and Joshua (together!),
containing perhaps 300 differwith Judas Maccabaeus. I love
ent flowers, trees, medicinal
this one, for the warrior is surherbs and spices.
rounded by lords and ladies of
It rained, and leaves of fig
the medieval court.
trees dripped onto strawberry
Third favourite is the Fuenplants with sage, rosemary and
tudeña Chapel. Here are more
thyme peeking up amid the
animals—a distended camel
black pepper and ginger.
tapestry, lots and lots of dogs
The most radiant collection is
and rabbits carved into the endin the basement. The Treasury is
less lintels, and all the mythical
for the elite. Tiny Books of
animals of the bestiary.
Hours, given by monarchs to
Nor can one miss the Late
wives, the most beautiful reliGothic Hall, where the centrequary (where saintly bones are
piece is a realistic free-standing
kept), its golden arm pointing
donkey upon which is the figure
upward, gold and silver treasures.
of Jesus.
Concerts were given here each
The Cloisters has three or four
month, the sounds of timbrels
large chapels with the usual statand lutes and hunting horns.
uary. But I couldn’t possibly
Not for hunting mythical creaoverlook the Pontaut Chapter
tures or serenading saints, but
House. This has little statuary,
drifting upward.
but this—the original 12th-cenGoing down the hill (getting
tury Benedictine Chapel near
lost, using the Hudson as a
Bordeaux—was where monks
mearstone), I realized that, lackcame to discuss business, talk
ing unicorns or saints, New
about grape wine and prayers
York has its Jungian dreams of
In The Cloisters, a free-standing donkey upon
and God and sin.
an older time. The Cloisters, bewhich is the figure of Jesus.
One does get confused after a
cause it is not a museum, gives
while with the multitude of columns and heavy doors, play to visions of rare beatific memories.
the cavernous chambers and the imagery. Yet every few
metmuseum.org/cloisters

CALDWELL RESIDENCES

Pre-plan your
own funeral!
Complete funeral services at
the most competitive prices.
www.complexefunerairefortin.ca
SERVICES OFFERED :
• Government-issued Death Certificates
• Quebec Pension Plan Survivors’ Benefit
• Canada Pension Plan cancellation
• Medicare card returned to Government
• Declaration of death to Government
• Funeral service with ashes in the church
of your choice
• Delivery of ashes to place of burial
• Traditional viewings and burials
• Viewing rooms
• Chapels

PRE-PLANNING

Why live ALONE?
Patrick Fortin
President

NOW OPEN :

Caldwell Residences offers subsidized housing within a safe
community environment to independent people who are
50 years and over with a low to moderate income.
New Funeral Complex and
cremation garden in the Laurentians
2480, boul. Curé Labelle Prévost

• Pay in installments – no interest or other fees
• Your money is always placed in a trust account
• Avoid difficult decisions and expenses for your loved ones
• Have your wishes and choices respected

Direct Cremation starting at 985$,
service with ashes at church starting at 1295$
Montreal, North Shore and South Shore ................................... 514 386-9771
St-Jérôme and Ste-Adèle ............................................................. 450 432-8485
Ste-Agathe ................................................................................... 819 324-0440
Mont-Tremblant and St-Jovite .................................................... 819 681-7086
Lachute ......................................................................................... 450 566-0999
Trois-Rivières ................................................................................ 819 375-8007
Louiseville .................................................................................... 819 228-6420
Valleyfield, Hemmingford and Huntingdon ........................... 1 888 443-3237
L’Épiphanie ................................................................................... 450 588-0899
L’Assomption ................................................................................ 450 589-9911

Everywhere in Quebec
Call today for a pre-planning appointment!
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Our buildings are in Cote St. Luc & the Snowdon
area close to Golden Age.
• Security
• Sprinkler system throughout
the building
• Cleaning Services on demand
• Recreational and Educational
Activities
• Exercise Program
• Holiday Celebrations
• Oneg Shabbat
• Close to Shopping Center,
Bus, Metro, Pharmacy, Bank,
synagogues and Local CLSC

Happy
Rosh Hashanah
For more information
call Caldwell Residences

5750 Lemieux Ave
Montreal

514-737-7774
Caldwell Residences is a constituent
agency of Federation CJA

Remember, all seven days are created equal
Bonnie Sandler, BS.W.

CORNER - STONE
BOOKSHOP
A Great Browser’s Paradise

Store closing end of Sept.
Discount Sales all Summer
Hours: Mon. & Tues. 10 am - 6 pm
Wed. - Sat. 10 am - 9 pm • Sun. 12 - 6 pm

Downtown Plattsburgh, N.Y.

110 Margaret St. (corner Court & Margaret)

Tel: 518-561-0520

Lynda Pitt-Taylor

Geriatric consultant

- Seniors’ accommodations
- Home care - Respite care
- Case management
- Alzheimer’s expertise
CO

NNECTION

S

Free initial consultation
514-369-2185
877-878-6676

ER

S

For many of us, Monday to Friday represents our
workweek. We look forward to the weekends for
relaxing, family time, running errands or perhaps religious activities. Our weeks are fairly
well defined with routine.
But for individuals with cognitive impairment who
live in care facilities, the seven days of the week are no
different from one day to another. Some people affected by Alzheimer’s disease or related disorder
(AD/RD) may still find comfort in the familiarity of
a church or synagogue activity during the weekend if
this was a significant part of their lives.
I am never surprised when loved ones report disappointment in weekend activities in residences.
Activity directors might only be hired to work
from Monday to Friday. Activity and stimulation
should not vary by day of the week. With families
paying thousands of dollars every month for private residence care, the expectation of a full activity schedule seems reasonable.
I encourage families to study activity schedules
when considering a residence. I will alert them to
any noticeable slowdown in activities over the
weekend. Weekends are less busy because families
often visit or take loved ones out, but many of my
clients are not so fortunate to have family living in
Montreal or who do weekend visits. What then?
Small residences or personal care homes face
more difficulty keeping a busy activity program
because of the cost. Activities don’t have to be fancy
and expensive. Many schools offer courses encouraging children to volunteer in the community.

A Happy and Healthy
New Year to all our clients!

S

Let’s talk about it

With a bit of effort and research, free or low-cost
activities could be found. A staff person may have
a calm, friendly pet to visit the residents. When
clean laundry is returned to the room, the individual could be asked to assist in placing items in
drawers. Having residents assist with such things
as folding towels, placing napkins on the dinner
table or sitting in the garden listening to Paul Anka
tapes can be more worthwhile than hiring someone to organize an art class. Having residents
gather around the television to watch a program
that they are unable to follow is a waste of time and
will result in chair sleeping. However, if there is a
lively musical movie with a leader to encourage
singing, then we have an interesting activity.
When visiting a residence, don’t get wooed by activity stations and rooms that will be part of the tour.
Instead, take note of the use of these areas: Are residents playing pool, using the computers, in the library, busying themselves with a memory station? Is
there a “snoozalen room” (a soothing and stimulating environment adjusted to individual needs) and is
it being used? Are staff trained on how to make use
of this type of therapy? After bringing a family to
tour large residence, the daughter asked me where
the 100-plus residents were hiding, since not one
person was to be found in any activity room.
Families need to be less judgmental about the activities they find their loved ones engaged in. Tossing around a balloon serves many purposes and
should not be looked at as a child’s play. Participants enjoy this game, stay alert and move around
trying to hit the balloon. Observers will hear
laughter and shouts of joy.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. Every day should include
activities for cognitive-impaired individuals.
Send questions or comments to b.sandler@
sympatico.ca and may be used in future articles.
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connectionsservicesforseniors.com

Edna’s kosher style
cooking and catering
New menus weekly and food is delivered
to you hot and ready to eat.
Reasonable rates on healthy
nutritious meals at a cost
you can afford!

Contact Edna at:
514.482.4447

For Health
& Stress Control

& Qigong

Jerry Spinak

SENIOR RESIDENCES, CORPORATIONS
& PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
WILL COME TO YOU

36 years training experience
Improves physical functioning, balance, immune system
and sleep; helps alleviate arthritis, diabetes, shingles
Learn privately at home or in your building’s workout space

Find out today how T’ai Chi & Qigong can benefit you!
Call Jerry
for information

514.569.1947

jspinak@videotron.ca

We deliver.
514-693-1100

Kosher
gift baskets
for Rosh Hashanah
www.carolynsgiftcreations.com
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“Lose the pipe” and other lessons I learned from Mordecai Richler
“Take that pipe out of your
mouth—you look ridiculous!”
Mordecai Richler barked at me during Happy Hour at Ziggy’s. “You
look like I did when I was 14 and
trying to act like a big shot.”
I almost felt like saying “Yes, sir!”
because when Richler said something it stuck. What I thought was a
novel attempt at quitting cigarettes
stopped there and then.
Although another iconoclastic Jewish writer, Norman Mailer, was my
first inspiration to write, Richler was
closer to home. Reading The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz was something of a Montreal rite of passage.
Through his non-fiction—as observant as he was contentious—I was
impressed that a Canadian could be
an “international man of letters” —
such was this nation’s lamentable inferiority complex at the time.
He could inspire outrage with his
opinions. While he loved Montreal,
that didn’t stop him from criticizing
his own Jewish community or, for
that matter, the city at large: He derided our own fabulous Expo 67—
our entry into the Big Time—as “a
good-taste Disneyland.”
A flood of memories of Mordecai
recently enveloped me when I read,
back to back, two books on him:
Mordecai: The Life and Times, by
Charles Foran, and The Last Honest
Man, Mordecai Richler, An Oral Biography, by Michael Posner. The first
follows Richler’s life virtually month
by month, while the second hones in
on his personal proclivities (he was a
man of habit and loyalty), as related
by friends. The books made me glad
that I chose the writer’s life, despite
the anxieties (where’s the next idea
coming from?) and insecurities
(money), because, it turned out, he
shared them, too.
I met him in 1968 when I crashed
an exclusive “creative writing” class
he gave for about a dozen students at

Juan on Juan
Juan Rodriguez

Sir George Williams University (now
Concordia), his old alma mater. His
first question to us was whether we
had read Fowler’s English Usage or
Strunk and White’s The Elements of
Style. No one had, it turned out.
“Well, how about Dostoyevsky?”
Again, nada. Five minutes into the
course and Richler already looked
exasperated.
Somehow I became a favourite student. It certainly wasn’t the short
story I penned, some elliptical romance that he politely said “didn’t really hang together.”
Maybe it was because of my chutzpah at crashing his course even
though I had already dropped out of
the university during my first year—
publishing my own little “alternative”
magazine and getting rejection slips
from numerous publications before
I started placing articles on pop
music and the nascent Youthquake in
the Gazette.
Pop wasn’t his bag, but he seemed
at least somewhat impressed by my
penchant for searing the counterculture’s sacred cows.
I only saw him erupt once during
the course. One student had delivered a 320-page manuscript—a
novel—to his home. He slammed the
tome on the table and warned,
“Never, ever, do this again!”
At the end of the course, he invited
his students to a cocktail party at the
baronial house he was renting in
Westmount. He told us he expected
us all to imbibe, because that’s what
writers did. (At that time, the
strongest liquid I drank was tea.)
When I told him I planned to
spend six months in London in 1969,

he said, “Call me up and we’ll have a
drink.” I remember leaving with
quite a buzz on—from the gin and
tonics surely, but probably more
from being in the company of the
great man himself.
Although he later confessed that it
was ridiculous to “teach” writing—
you had to nurture it yourself,
through reading and studying and
just plain living—that didn’t stop him
from later accepting a lucrative position at Carlton University in Ottawa.
After all, it was tough for a writer to
help raise five children in the style to
which he was accustomed.
In London, summer of ’69, I eagerly devoured Cocksure, Richler’s
most ribald (i.e. dirtiest) book of all.

Sometimes I just stared at
this man with the leonine
mane and felt the world was
a much better place.
For sentimental reasons it remains
my favourite, probably because I
read it in the large metropolis within
which it was set, meeting its author
there and, the capper, London being
the scene of my first little journalistic
triumphs.
That summer I sent back several
large essays to the Montreal Star and
got paid handsomely for them ($300
went a long way in those days).
I would read the printed product in
Canada House while waiting for my
own clipping to arrive by mail. Part
of my deal (more like a dare) with
the Star was that if I scored an interview with the Rolling Stones, I would
get the job as the paper’s first fulltime pop music critic.
Through sheer luck—Brian Jones
quit the Stones, thus necessitating a
press conference announcing his replacement—I got the interview,
which the Star parlayed into a threepage spread, complete with illustra-

tion by Aislin.
Richler kept his promise of a drink
(or two) at his favourite Sloane
Square watering hole, and was impressed by my scamming the job at
the Star. I felt a glow within me sitting in the wicker chair opposite my
hero—I was already telling war stories! I was now a full-time member
of the newspaper trade, an enterprise
Richler loved.
Over the coming years we’d share
the same friends and colleagues—
editors Ian Mayer and Doris Giller,
sportswriter Tim Burke, political reporter Hubie Bauch, and of course
that notorious man-about-town
Nick Auf der Maur.
I’d bump into him at Expos games,
I’d see him at Ziggy’s or Winnie’s. He
had the same crooked welcoming
smile he greeted me with in London,
but wasn’t a huge talker. I tried to
steer clear of Quebec politics (the infamous sign law, requiring English
lettering half the size of the French,
really didn’t bother me).
One of the last times I saw him,
there was a discussion among the
gang about some picayune thing,
and when I cracked, “It must be the
French-Canadians’ fault,” he simply
lifted his eyebrow. Better to talk
about hockey.
Sometimes I just stared and gazed
at this man with the leonine mane —
in older age he really did look like a
lion—and felt the world was a much
better place with him there (and his
reality checks).
Although he had a deep affinity toward Montreal and Jewish culture,
he said he didn’t want to be known
as a “Jewish writer” or part of a “special nation” (Quebec within Canada).
He wanted to be known simply as a
man among all other men. His iconoclasm was morally based and, as
such, he was above all a humanist,
warts and all.
In other words, a real mensch.

Stanbridge East à la mode

FUNERAL HOME
A family business since 1958

560 Lakeshore Dr.
Dorval

514-631-1511

2125 Notre-Dame
Lachine

514-639-1511

Julie Cardinal
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This is the life of pie: A day trip to
the Eastern Townships can be just a
little sweeter if you visit the Missisquoi Museum in Stanbridge East
on September 18.
The Missisquoi Historical Society
invites visitors to tour the museum
grounds, taking in the Cornell Mill
and Hodge’s General Store.
Live entertainment will set the
tone while guests go for a horsedrawn wagon ride, check out the
agricultural equipment display and
take the kids to get their faces
painted and meet the animals in the

petting zoo.
Then the real fun comes: The 29th
Annual Apple Pie Festival runs from
1:30 to 4 pm. The historical society
claims the festival is home to some of
the best pie in the Township, and
possibly in the world.
The festival will go on, rain or
shine. Admission is $8, children $3,
and includes a piece of pie with ice
cream, tea or apple juice and a visit
to the museum sites (Walbridge Barn
in Mystic not included).
The museum opens at 10 am. 450248-3153, missisquoimuseum.ca.

Don’t think the sky is falling just because the U.S. hit the debt ceiling
Just when you thought you could
take a break from financial drama,
following the resolution of the debt
ceiling issue, in came Act 2: the
downgrade of the U.S. long-term
credit rating. As an investor, you
might be getting worried. But is this
concern really justified?
Certainly, it was news when Standard & Poors lowered the U.S. longterm credit rating from AAA to AA+.
This was, after all, the first time the
U.S. has lost its AAA status since its
initial publication 70 years ago. Furthermore, S&P put a negative outlook on the rating, which means
further downgrades are possible. But
despite these developments, there’s
no reason to think the sky is falling
on the investment world.
“Downgrade” doesn’t mean default. Such rating agencies as S&P assign ratings to bonds to help
investors measure credit risk—the

Financial
Fitnes
Deborah Leahy
chance that they won’t receive timely
payments. The downgrade to AA+
just means that investors would be
slightly less likely to receive future
payments than if the bond had an
AAA rating. This is far different from
a default, which would result in investors not receiving payments.
The U.S. credit rating is still high
quality. S&P didn’t change the government’s short-term rating, which
applies to debt maturing in less than
one year. Even the long-term rating
of AA+ is considered high quality.
Also, keep in mind that two other
major rating agencies, Moody’s and
Fitch, affirmed their AAA rating on

the U.S., although Moody’s has a
negative outlook on its rating.
The downgrade was not a surprise.
While it’s possible that interest rates
may rise, it’s also important to note
that similar downgrades of other
countries’ debt in the past have not
resulted in significant rate jumps. As
for the stock market—which was already volatile, partially because of the
debt-ceiling issue—the negative reaction we’ve seen to the downgrade will
probably be short-term.
This downgrade should not be as
calamitous as we’ve been led to believe. Corporate profits, always a key
driver of stock prices, are still strong,
and with the market correction we’ve
seen in the past couple of weeks,
many quality stocks appear to be
more attractively priced—which
means it might be a good time to
look for investment opportunities
that make sense for you, rather than

head to the “sidelines.”
In any case, you never want to overreact to any one piece of news. If you
were to make big changes to your investment strategy, you’d probably
incur fees and expenses—and, more
importantly, your portfolio might no
longer be positioned to meet your
long-term goals. You’re much better
off sticking with a strategy that’s
based on your individual needs, risk
tolerance and time horizon. This can
be challenging, especially in light of
screaming headlines. But remember,
although past performance isn’t indicative of future results, the financial markets have seen plenty of
traumas and have always survived—
and, usually, eventually prospered.
As a smart, disciplined investor, you
can do the same.
Deborah Leahy is an investment adviser with Edward Jones, specializing
in assisting seniors.

Sales transactions keep climbing upward, especially in the condo market
The inventory of properties in the
Greater Montreal Area increased
over 13 months, giving buyers more
to choose from and allowing the
market to become more balanced.
However, in June, there was a fiveper-cent increase in the overall number of sales transactions over June
2010, which marked the first increase
in more than 14 months. Condominiums increased by 12 per cent,
followed by the single family home at
one per cent and the plex at three per
cent. The north shore, VaudreuilSoulanges and Montreal increased,
while the South Shore and Laval decreased. Toward median sale prices,
sellers still experienced an increase
across all categories of properties.
In July, there was a six-per-cent increase in the overall number of sale
transactions over July 2010. Similarly
modest sale increases were reported

numbers, it depends on the neighand type of property. In
Real Estate bourhood
Montreal in 2010, there were more
than two times as many condo transRealities
as for single-family homes.
Daniel Smyth actions
Condo sales on the island of Montreal represented more than 77 per
for single-family and plex buildings, cent of the total condominium sales
but condos increased by 19 per cent, in Quebec, making this an urban
or as much as 18 per cent in Montreal. phenomenon. Following closely beSo, do the results of June and July indicate a swing in the market toward a
stronger seller’s market? Not necessarily. In June 2010, sales fell by 20 per
cent compared with June 2009, so it
was easier in June 2011 to demonstrate an increase over June 2010.
However, year-to-date sales better represent those of 2007 and 2008, which
were prosperous for the market in
Montreal and favoured the seller.
While there are two months of evidence indicating an increase in sale

hind Montreal was the North Shore
at 22 per cent and Laval at 15 per
cent.
Condos limit urban sprawl, reduce
the number of cars on the roads and
reduce greenhouse gases. They are a
good investment, as they represent a
lifestyle favoured by young people
and the elderly who appreciate lowmaintenance, hassle-free lifestyles.

SAVING FOR THE FUTURE

WAS THE FIRST STEP. LET US HELP YOU MAKE

THOSE SAVINGS LAST.
How much can I withdraw to do everything I’ve planned? How much
spending is too much spending? Will all the years of saving be enough?
If these are the questions you’re asking yourself these days, let’s
schedule a time when we can sit down and answer them together.
A lot went into getting you to this stage in your life.
Let us help you make sure you get the most out of it.

Deborah H Leahy

Investment
Advisor
.

4080 Sources Blvd, Suite 102
Dollard Des Ormeaux

514-684-4600

www.edwardjones.com

Member – Canadian Investor Protection Fund
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Art

Concerts

Autumn Flower and Song • Sept. 24 & 25
Ikebana exhibit features a performance by MonBonsai exhibit • Sept. 9-11
treal Arashi Daiko on September 25 at 1:30 pm. Celtic Harmonies • Oct. 1 - 9
Montreal Bonsai and Penjing Society at the Montreal 100 Sherbrooke E. 514-844-4693
Celtic music, dance, storytelling, lectures, master
Botanical Garden. bonsaimontreal.com
classes and workshops. Eastern Townships.
450-292-3456 celticharmonies.ca
Circuit des Arts • Sept. 24 & 25
Mile End exhibit • till Sept. 11
Tour begins at Maison Régionale de la Culture,
Mile End Artists Collective presents Hélène Pager. 549 Frontière, Hemmingford. The artists will ex5345 Parc. 514-271-3383 ame-art.com
hibit one work, and visitors can choose their
routes. 10–5pm.
90 Treasures, 90 Stories, 90 Years • until Sept. 11
Jewish exhibit • until Oct. 9
450-247-2947
Exhibition at the McCord Museum. 690 Sherbrooke
Three local artists examine Jewish themes from
W. 514-398-7100 x239 musee-mccord.qc.ca
distinct and personal perspectives.
Exhibition and sale • Sun. Oct. 2
5851 Cavendish. 514-485-6900 elcslpl.org
Artists from Citizen Advocacy’s RVA program.
Film • Sat. Sept. 10
12-4pm. 1945 Parkfield, Dorval.
Krishnamurti Information Centre of Montreal
Multimedia exhibit • till Oct. 7
514-694-5850 or 514-631-9151
presents Goodness Only Flowers in Freedom. 2Memorial for a Stranger by Andréanne Godin and
4pm. 1200 Atwater. $5.
Anima, a multimedia presentation on the films of
514.937.8869 krishnamurtimontreal.org
Ana Mendieta. 1515 Ste. Catherine W., EV 1.715
514-848-2424 x7962 fofagallery.concordia.ca
Seaway Swingers • ongoing
Harvest Party • Sat. Sept. 10
Square-dance club holds classes Mondays as well Sponsored by Action Communiterre and gardenas fun nights September 12 & 19.
ers of the Victory Gardens Network in N.D.G./
Bring in this ad
to receive $4.00
156
Churchill,
Greenfield
Park.
450-922-0496
C.D.N. 2-6pm, 5350 Rosedale.
discount on Fridays
514-484.0223
or Saturdays
Bereavement Group • Sept. 10 - Oct. 29
Saturdays, 10am-noon. 70 Belmont, Pointe Claire. Mix & Mingle Dance • Sat. Sept. 17
Dinner from 5pm to 9pm
514-695-8335
Single Person’s Association invites all 40-plus sinLive music from 7:30 pm
OPEN
gles starting at 8pm. 448 Trudeau, LaSalle. $12,
Sunday Brunch
THURSDAY
ALS
Support
Group
•
Sept.12
door prizes and midnight snack.
(10am @ 3pm)
TO SUNDAY
6–8pm, 422 Beaconsfield, Beaconsfield.
514-366-8600 total.net/~spa
5434 Côte St-Luc Rd
Gloria Timmons: 514-695-8335 x204
514-439-3190
Poetry & Prose Reading • Thurs. Sept. 22
Shaare Zedek Sisterhood • Mon. Sept. 12
7pm. 3625 Aylmer. $5.
Mayme Vineberg speaks on etiquette, table setThe Château Ramezay Museum tings and new ideas for entertaining. 6:30-9:30pm, 514-939-4173 yellowdoor.org
280 Notre-Dame E.
5305 Rosedale. Advance tickets $15 or $18 at the Sensational Serotones • Sat. Sept. 24
door. 514-484-1122 x102
Rock N’ Roll supper dance featuring ’60s, ’70s &
The Château Ramezay Museum is looking for
volunteers interested in bringing history alive
’80s music. 5pm. $15. 4538 Verdun. 514-769-2489
and who will participate in one or more of the
Westmount
Historical
Assoc.
•
Thurs.
Sept.
15
following programs: living history school
Sports Over the Years in Westmount. Westmount Walk for Heart • Sun. Sept. 25
programs for children, weekend guiding, and
group tours for students or tourists.
Public Library, 7pm.
Heart and Stroke Foundation event. Morgan
Arboretum, Ste. Anne de Bellevue. 514-636-4599
There will be an Open House on Sept. 14th from
Zoological Society of Montreal • Sept. 24 & 25 fmcoeur.qc.ca
10am – 2pm. A 9-week training program is
provided starting Sept 29 th. $20 charge for
Weekend trip to Kingston. Register before Sept. 12.
materials. For further information, please
514-845-8317
contact Leslie at 5 1 4 - 7 6 1 - 2 4 6 9.

Events

Clubs & Groups

S

Lectures

On osteoporosis • Thur. Sept. 8
Dr. Suzanne Morin, head of the bone clinic at
Royal Victoria Hospital. 7:30p.m. 1900 TransCanada
Highway, D.D.O. $15. 514-624-5005 x230

Annual Resource Directory
& Répertoire des ressources

Home Maintenance
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If you are away, I will feed your pets, water the plants, pick up the
mail. Window-washing, bathroom renovation or simply changing a
toilet seat. Get ready for Fall. The Concierge prepares your home for
each season. He can refer you to excellent electricians and plumbers.
From roof to foundation, the Concierge is the answer.

www.leconciergeducoin.com

IN SEPTEMBER

Shake oﬀ the winter blues

Thur. Sept. 22, 12:30pm. Molly Peacock reads
from and leads a discussion on her book The Paper
Garden: Mrs. Delany Begins Her Life’s Work at 72.
Thur. Sept. 29, 12:30pm. Journalist and radio host
Anne Lagacé Dowson on “The new librarian and
the social media.”
Chomedey Cummings Centre • Tues. Sept. 13 1200 Atwater, 514-935-7344, atwaterlibrary.ca
Jessica Mersiadis from Albecca Home Staging to
learn how to revitalize your home without spend- Eleanor London Côte St. Luc Public Library:
ing. 1-3pm. 1025 Elizabeth, Chomedey. Members Thurs. Sept. 8, 7pm. Costume historian Pamela
$5. 450-978-7056
Grimaud discusses designer Jean Paul Gaultier.
Advance tickets $3; $5 at the door.
Wed. Sept. 14, 2pm. The life and times of American singer and actress Judy Garland, with live
performances by Eden Pelletier.
Branch 245 Dorval
Thur. Sept. 15, 7pm. Artist Phil Kurtz discusses
Fashion & Fun Rigolleto • Sat. Sept. 10
his painting A Trip Through the Omer Calendar.
Fashion show at 3pm, followed by an Italian Sup- Sept. 20, 7pm. Daniel Citrome presents The Law
per. $15 RSVP by September 8.
of Attraction. Advance tickets $3; $5 at the door.
Golf Tournament & Steak Supper • Sat. Sept. 17 5851 Cavendish. 514-485-6900, elcslpl.org
Registration begins at noon, supper at 5pm. $25
($15 supper only) RSVP by September 15.
Jewish Public Library
Elaine’s Fish & Chips • Sat. Oct.1
Tues. Sept. 13, 7:30pm. Bill Gladstone on
6pm. $11. RSVP by Sept 28. 575 Jean-Marie The Jews of Old Toronto, sponsored by the Jewish
Landry. 514-631-5786 or 514-626-7910
Genealogical Society. 514-484-0969
Thur. Sept. 22, 5:30pm. Mr. Shakespeare’s Bastard
Branch 85/90 Lachine
author Richard B. Wright reads from his latest novel.
Military Whisk • Mon. Sept. 12
Wine reception. Free admission, but registration re1pm. Everyone is welcome.
quired. 5151 Côte Ste. Catherine, 514-345-6416,
Sunday Darts • Sun. Sept. 11
jewishpubliclibrary.org
1:30pm. Sign-in sheet will be on the board.
Dart League • Wed. Sept. 14
7pm. All are welcome.
Tribute to the Beatles • Sat. Sept. 24
Voices For Hope, a large non-auditioned daytime
Revolution Group. 7pm
community choir, is looking for singers.
Dance • Sat. Oct. 1
8pm. Music by Greg Innis. $10 includes a light 514-630-0331 cedarparkunited.org
snack, coffee & tea. 514-637-8002.
West Island Citizen Advocacy matches volunteers
with seniors or people with reduced mobility.
514-694-5850.
Blood Relation documentary • Sun. Sept. 11
Canadian Friends of Rabbis for Human Rights present Noa ben Hagai’s award-winning documentary.
4 pm, 5170 Côte Ste. Catherine. $20 (students w/ID
$15) 514-483-5763

Royal Canadian Legions

Community Briefs

Libraries

Atwater Library
Wed. Sept. 14, 7:30pm. Author Mary Soderstrom
on Secret Daughter by Shilpi Somaya Gowda.
Thur. Sept. 15, 12:30pm. A program of words and
music called “River City: The Reading” features
author Trevor Ferguson (a.k.a. John Farrow) collaborating with Dave Gossage on flutes, whistles
and “gizmos” in a dynamic presentation.

If you would like your event to appear on the
What’s Happening pages, please send an email
to editor@theseniortimes.com by the 20th.
Please put What’s Happening in the subject.

With all shows staged at the Bain St. Michel, Infinitheatre will present three major plays this
season.
A guest production presented by Teesri Duniya
Theatre from November 17 until December 4 will
kick off the season, with an English translation by
Shelley Tepperman of Philippe Ducros’ The Poster.
L’Affiche, the original French version of the play,
was one of five finalists for the 2009 Grand prix de
la dramaturgie (France) and was named Play of
the Year in 2009 by the AQCT (Association québécoise des critiques de theatre).
Ars Poetica, written by Arthur Holden and directed by Guy Sprung is a comedy about poetry,
wireless communications and the wayward impulses of love.
Scheduled to run January 17-February 12, 2012,
the play offers an inside view into the workings of
a Montreal literary magazine where chaos reigns
and disaster is never far away.
The last play of the season, The Leisure Society,
March 6-25, 2012, is a perfect way to shake off the
winter blues.
A raunchy comedy of manners that is both humorous and brutally honest, it takes a hard look
at today’s vacuous “me” generation. This biting
social satire, written by François Archambault and
translated by Bobby Theodore, brings together
some of Montreal’s finest actors from both the
French and English theatre communities.
By buying the company’s “6-Pack card” subscription, tickets to each play work out to $10 plus
taxes. Info: 514-987-1774, infinitheatre.com

SOMETHING TO WRAP YOUR HEAD AROUND
Montreal’s John Gilmore will read from his
first novel, newly published Head of a Man, and
from Swinging in Paradise, his landmark book
on the history of jazz in Montreal.
Saturday, Sept. 17, 7 pm, Westmount Public
Library. Live jazz performance. Free admission.

OASIS LUXURIOUS WATERFRONT CONDOS

17145 GOUIN BLVD W., PIERREFONDS
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
Buy or rent a condo as an investment

For more information call 514.626.3122
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Two women realize their travelling dreams by working overseas
Roads
Scholar
Mark
Medicoff
Come with me to meet Donna
Davidson and Gay Grannary,
unique adventurers who usually
travel alone and who have visited
more countries in their lifetimes
than most foreign ministers in
theirs. Their destination lists read
like the glossary from the Lonely
Planet library.
Now semi-retired, these two
women have come up with imaginative ways to sustain their passion.
Donna has always lived in Montreal, but a stint working with Canadian University Services Overseas in
the early ’70s, teaching adults and
refugees in a technical school in

Zambia, sealed her destiny.
Gay grew up in an isolated community of 30 souls—10 were her siblings—in the Eastern Townships.
She was 40 when she became a single mom of four; she had been an elementary school teacher and, by the
time she was 50, the farthest she had
been was Mexico.
She started exploring the world
when the youngest of her brood left
home for CEGEP.
“I always wanted to understand the
world. Growing up, you can’t imagine yourself as a world traveler. It was
something way beyond your reach.”
Donna returned from Africa in the
’70s and began a career as a highschool teacher.
She added a number of specializations, including guiding gifted kids
in a McGill program.
She teaches English as a second language at McGill’s School of Continu-

Lease returns and minor accidents

• Paintless Dent Repair
• Bumper Repair
• Paint Touch-Up

BEFORE

• Windshield Repair
• Window Tinting
• Interior Repair

• Detailing
• Paint Protection Film
• Rustproofing

AFTER

Call us today for a free estimate! 514-684-6393

www.automagik.ca 2345

Hymus Blvd., Dorval

(just East
of Sources)
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All work guaranteed

Call: 514-815-3656

10 % Discount for Seniors
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ing Education.
Fourteen years ago, Gay came up
with a bold way to change her life.
She gathered $1,000 to apply to the
International School Service, an organization that operates a for-profit
system of private schools throughout
the world and acts a recruitment
agency for top-notch educators.
Her first posting was in Shako,

“Renewed zest; the chance
to get my mind around the
wonder of the world”
– Gay Grannary

women I met became my sisters, gracious, kind and loving,” she says.
Now, however, the high cost of
travel and their reduced incomes in
semi-retirement are putting a dent in
their pursuits.
So Gay and Donna are raising capital by doing something they love:
shopping.
“When I first traveled,” Donna says,
“I would buy unique handicrafts and
lug them home for gifts for family
and friends. Then people asked me to
buy specific items for them.”
Their response was so positive
Donna brought home more things.
Her out-of-her-apartment “boutique” business was launched.
At each posting, Gay would develop
relationships with local market vendors and schlep home boxes of handmade items.
She brought back from China a
container-load of fairly old cabinets,
jewelry, furniture, handicrafts and
rugs and dispersed her collection for
safekeeping among her friends, giving rise to some of the most eclectically furnished homes in the Eastern
Townships.
Today, she operates from a small
retail space in Dunham, about 100
kilometres southeast of Montreal.
She’s slowly returning her friends’
décor to their natural order.
Both women, trailblazers in their
own way, use their imaginations and
hard work to sustain an adventurer’s
way of life.

China, “a ferry ride from Hong
Kong,” where she was stationed for
two years at an elementary school.
“It was a bit tough,” she says. “But
also a feeling of welcoming new
friends, new home, renewed zest and
the chance to get my mind around
the wonder of the world.”
Donna calls upon a large network
of enduring friends established while
teaching.
Her former students are a repository for in-depth knowledge of culture and current events and, when
possible, host her in their homes.
It is not unusual for students to
bring her to meet their extended
families.
Gay’s stay in a country lasted at
least the length of a teaching contract—two years.
Her first stay, in China, profoundly
affected her life. She also took contracts in Yemen, Jordan, Japan and
Gay’s store is open Thursday
Togo, touring farther afield during through Sunday from noon to 5 p.m.
school breaks.
or by request, 450-295-2865, 3806
She nurtured close relationships Principale, Dunham.
with Arab women, gaining a rare
Donna can be reached at
perspective on their lives. “The
quechua47@yahoo.com.

Discover where food comes from
In the 1880s, railroad heiress Lila
Vanderbilt Webb
and her doctorturned-railroadowner husband,
William Seward
Webb, fell in love
with one of the
most beautiful
pieces of real estate in Vermont –
the gently rolling
peninsula called
Shelburne Point in Lake Champlain just south of Burlington. With a vision of a model agricultural estate, they purchased 33 properties that are
now Shelburne Farms, featuring modern landscape architecture, spectacular buildings, and the latest in agricultural technology.
shelburnefarms.org, 802-985-8686.

Dear readers and advertisers,

Are you celebrating a 25 anniversary this year? We’ll congratulate you in our 25th anniversary issue
th

this October with a photo of you or your business or organization. Join the party!

Let’s celebrate together! Send your photos in high resolution and details of what you are celebrating
to editor@theseniortimes.com. Please put Celebrating 25 in the subject line.

— Barbara Moser, publisher

MOVERS & SHAKERS
Moving & Storage
Make the right move
Family operated
• Reliable • Affordable
Licensed & insured
• Local & long distance

514-735-8148

PAVAGES
IPINA

RBQ #8333-3583-04

• Commercial, Industrial, & Residential
• Paving, Asphalt, Excavation
• Retaining walls, Landscaping

CHALLENGER

Windows, Carpets,
Furniture, Office Cleaning,
Duct Cleaning & Walls
Residential & Commercial
17 years experience

• Carpets
• Plumbing
• Painting
• Maintenance
• Window cleaning

514-805-8954

Grimaldi
Renovation / Construction
All Interior & Exterior renovations
that your house needs
RBQ #5623-0238-01FREE

FREE ESTIMATE

Mario Ipina • Cell: 514-829-6978
1099 31 Ave, Laval

www.grimaldiconstruction.com

Parker
Roofing

Call Sam 514.641.5750

• Membranes
• Sewer
• Pyrite
• Concrete

1-877-266-0022

www.wwginc.com

Prices start @ $29.90

IKEA Pick Up | Furniture Delivery |
Small Move | Packing Service |
Moving Material | Piano | Etc.

DISCOUNTS
10% Senior / 5% Student

514-487-6683

www.themanwithhisvan.com

Calvin Challenger
514.262.4405 / 514.365.1044

Call Our Team! Emergency 24/24
Free Estimate
Marc Tremblay – Jonathan Lavery
514-996-3755

Toll Free:

Forget the other
guys, call THE MAN!

Manny • 514-991-9075
www.impermaseal.com

• French Drains
• Cracks or Splits
• Well Chambers
• Waterproofing

Sales • Installation • Repairs
Cedar • Pressure-Treated
Chain Link • PVC etc…
References available
Free Estimates • Seniors Discount

514-983-2232 • 514-856-1037

FOR
ASPHALT & UNI-STONE

DRAIN
EXCELLENCE INC.

Custom Design

Your West Island Roofer
• 50 Years Experience
• Shingle Expert • Interest Free
• Work Guaranteed & Insured
• 1 year Financing Available

REPAIRS & SEALERS

REPAIRS

WWG
FENCE & DECK
MANUFACTURER

DIVISION OF
9128 6369
QUEBEC
INC.

SERVICES IN PAVING MAINTENANCE
SERVICES D’ENTRETIEN DE PAVAGE

484-5033

C. P. Cleaning

Special prices for Apartment Bldgs

Fax: 450-962-4190
pavagesipina@gmail.com

514-

NEQ
1161244786

MOVING SERVICE DE DÉMÉNAGEMENT

To reserve your
spot call:

Tim
Plumbing

R.B.Q. 5603-6684-01

Service 24/7
Residential,
Commercial,
Industrial

• Plumbing • Heating • Gaz Naturel

Tel 514-903-1060 (urgent)
Cell 514-208-6010
Fax 514-228-1335

service24hours@timplumbing.com
www.timplumbing.com

SUNSHINE
WINDOWS
Polite - Affordable - Professional

Erik 514-286-4458
WINDOWS CLEANING SERVICE

FREE ESTIMATE!

SUNSHINEWINDOWS.INFO
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E.J.A.
CONSTRUCTION
• Bulging walls
• Brick pointing
• Chimney repair
• Blocks
Allan Jr.

514-561-6640

Painting - Plastering - Gyprock
Ceramics - Tiles - Bathroom
Finish - Basement - Wood floor
Balconies and more

FREE Estimate
Call Sammy 514-578-3718
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Face the wind and remember when the Netherlands ruled the world
TravelSmart
Planet

Sometimes we forget that the Netherlands was a
powerful seagoing nation in the 17th century,
and you can capture a bit of what life was like in
those days on two short day trips from Amsterdam. As a former inhabitant of New Amsterdam
(now New York City), I’d like to thank them for
their explorations.
Zaanse Schans,16 kilometres northwest of Amsterdam, is easy to get to by train, bus or car, and
has no entrance fee. We arrived on Windmill Day,
so this open-air museum with its six windmills
was bustling and we got to climb all over them and
learn how they work. According to Marit Hendriksen, a spokeswoman for National Windmill
Day in May, there are 1,156 mills officially listed,
and the Dutch still love to go out and “meet the
guys that work these things” that have been “the
face of the country for so long.” Windmills were
the very first factories, popular from 1650-1850,
and used to run machinery.
We met Pete, whose family owns De Kat, which
makes paint pigments, probably the last wind-

R. G. PHOTOS
Robert Gabbay Photographer
Over 15 years experience

Birthdays
Family Events
Weddings
Corporate Events
Bar Mitzvahs Special Occasions

Cell: 5 1 4 - 9 4 1 - 4 5 2 8
E-mail: rgphotos@yahoo.ca

Web: rg-photos.com
Robert Gabbay Photography wishes a healthy
and happy Rosh Hashana to all!

Over 30 years experience at your service

BARBIERI G

AUDIOPROTHÉSISTES

D I G I TA L H E A R I N G A I D ( S )
N O W PA I D BY M E D I C A R E

Come in and discover what a digital hearing
aid can do for you!
• Assistive Listening Devices
• Audiometric Exam
• Ear Protectors
• Hearing Aid Repairs
– All Makes
• Invisible Hearing Aids

Photo: Stan Posner and Sandra Phillips

Sandra Phillips
and Stan Posner

Windmills were the first factories, used to run
machinery and popular from 1650-1850.

powered dye mill in world. Windmills are run by
sails, which must be turned to face the wind
(which they can count on for only about half the
year). Workers can regulate speed and use a brake
on top, which can make the mill stop in 15 seconds. Other mills at Zaanse Schans press linseed
oil, grind spices and cut wood.
The buildings that surround the mill are a bit
touristy, but are still an enjoyable visit. There’s a
cheese maker, a bakery, a museum of the Dutch
clock, a distillery, pewter foundry, and you even
get to see how wooden shoes are made.
For real living history, take the train (about an

Bonnie Sandler, BSW
• Housing Expert for Seniors
Autonomous,
Assisted Living,
Long Term Care
• Alzheimer’s Expertise

Residential Real Estate Broker
Groupe Sutton Centre Ouest Inc.,
Real Estate Agency

514-489-8678
www.servingmontrealseniors.com
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hour from Amsterdam) to the Zuiderzee Museum
in Enkhuizen, which covers Dutch life from 1850
to 1932. The area was created with barrier dams
and the reclamation of land, and whole towns
were moved here.
There’s a fishing harbour forming a coastal village with its stilt houses, a church district with the
sail-maker, barber, coopery, smithy, school—and
sweet shop. The canal area has a wood-turner,
paint workshop, pharmacy and theatre, a working
steam laundry and a dike and windmill. Even
though our guide said Amsterdam is so multinational that “you can find any food except Dutch
food,” we found some delicious traditional food at
Restaurant Haesje Claes. In the six Dutch-style
buildings bedecked in wood, we dined on crispy
cheese croquettes and hearty pea soup heaped
with carrots, sausage and potatoes. We licked our
plate clean of a memorable “hotchpotch” with carrots and onions in mashed potatoes and meatballs,
sausage and bacon. We could’ve had stamppotten,
smoked eel or fish stockpot with cheese. We tasted
the old-fashioned dessert made with raisins,
brandy, egg liqueur and cinnamon ice cream and
grandma’s semolina pudding with red berry sauce.
The liqueur page brought smiles, for you can
drink “my aunts water, tears of a bride, Hans in
the cellar, parrot soup or mistress in the green.”
If you’re near the Central Station, try De Kroonprins. It’s pub-like, with beer on tap and simple
dishes like Indonesian sate with peanut sauce or
the popular Dutch steak with yummy fried mushrooms, salad and fries, wiener schnitzel or sea
perch, and even a Dutch shrimp cocktail. For
dessert, we tried the traditional Dame Blanche, a
cousin to the hot-fudge sundae.
Indonesian food is ubiquitous in Amsterdam,
but you can expect a warm family welcome if you
dine at Puri Mas, popular for the past 22 years. Ordering is easy because their speciality is rijsttafel;
it’s a set meal of many small tastes served by
friendly waitresses in traditional dress. The dishes
in their distinctive sauces are carefully explained
and placed in order of cool to hot. Starters would
be a crispy egg roll and fried prawns, while mains
are chicken brochette in peanut sauce, pork brochette in a spicy sauce, lamb in curry, chicken in a
Balinese sauce, spiced cucumber salad, veggies in
peanut butter sauce, fried potato sticks, coconut
powder to dust about, and you finish with tropical
fruit and ice cream or fried banana.
A relaxing finale to your vacation could be resting your bod on the breezy ride of a canal boat. If
you take one at night, the lights of Amsterdam will
twinkle goodbye.
Even getting home from The Netherlands is fun.
Schipol airport is like no other. Just start with the
concept that they offer “comfort chairs”—reclining
leather seats where you can put your feet up and even
sleep, and there’s lockers nearby to store your stuff
safely. There’s a small branch of the Rijksmuseum to
view some artwork. Families will love the kids’ play
areas, and the folks can rest in a den with leather-like
couches that face a video of a fireplace.You can spend
time at a computer centre, take a shower or use up
the rest of your euros at a casino. Frazzled nerves can
be calmed in the meditation room or in a chair massage, a foot massage, an aqua massage, a visit to the
oxygen bar or the XpresSpa. And don’t even get me
started on the shopping options.

Dress for less: It’s all in the math
Smart
Shopping
Sandra Phillips
Ladies, it’s time to revamp your fall
wardrobe, so why not head out to
fashion discount stores and save
some hard-earned cash?
How can discount shops sell the
same name-brand merchandise as
the major stores?
The answer is all in the math. If you
cut your costs, you can pass on the
savings to your customers. These
shops will rent space in a place were
the rent is lower—perhaps up or
down a few stairs, or on a street with
less traffic, or in a strip of stores that
is less expensive.
Most of them are run by the owners, so their labour costs are curtailed. They do not have to pay the
advertising fees of a premier mall.
They do not renovate their shops
every year or two.
They probably pay right away for
their merchandise, so they buy at excellent prices, too.
Remove these costs, lower the
prices, and voila, customers are
happy. You can stay in business using
word-of-mouth advertising for many
years. The stores mentioned below
have been using this business model
for 28, 92 and 67 years, respectively.
Not only do you get premier brands
for less, you get fabulous service and
fashion advice thrown in free.
Boutique Avantage is a lovely boutique that has been open since 1983
and has just finished a spiffy renovation. You will receive great service,
and the shop is fully stocked (sizes 418) with those labels you love—

Gerry Weber, Rabe, Spanner, Junge,
Conrad C, Katherine Barclay and
Vex. Scarves, purses, hats and highfashion jewelry can finish off your
look and make this one-stop shopping. They remember their clients, so
you always feel connected. Taxes are
included in the prices.
1264 Beaumont. 514-733-1185.
Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5.
For 92 years, the Sheinart family
has handed down, from generation
to generation, one simple concept:
Buy brand-name fashions (Joseph
Ribkoff, Animale, Utex, Conrad C,
Frank Lyman, Lana Lee) and sell
them for the right price along with
sincere customer service.
They have casual wear, but specialize in dresses, from day to evening for
galas, mother of the bride, bridesmaids and prom (sizes 0 to 30). In
the winter, they have a large collection of coats and jackets, and there is
a bargain basement.
3001 St. Antoine W. 514-932-6504.
Regular hours, plus Sun. 12-5.
Boutique Mary Seltzer has always
been a family-run business, known
as one of the first discounters in
Montreal. It offers great pricing and
highly personalized service (even occasionally going to housebound regular customers).
The clothes breach the gap from office to casual. You can get 30 per cent
or more off on famous names like
Simon Chang, Alison Sheri, Vex,
Spanner, Conrad C and more. It’s
like having a personal shopper who
knows your look and buys items just
for you. Young professionals would
do well to come here to save time and
money.
7380 Côte St. Luc. 514-369-1579.
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 and by appointment.

WELCOME HOME!
Residential Assisted
Living for Seniors

The Montclair Residence
• All-inclusive Meals + Care
• Certified Caregivers,
Nursing Staff
• Up to 3 hrs of care daily
• Exercise Program
• Tea Time, Activities
• Visiting Physician
Certified by Quebec Provincial Government and
teaching center for McGill University & CEGEP

The Salvation Army Montclair Residence
For further information, please call

Vicky Stewart

514-481-5638 (710)

4413 Montclair Ave., Montreal (NDG) H4B 2J4
Owned and operated by The Salvation Army

Open House
Sunday, September 25th t 1 pm to 4 pm
Tours, music, refreshments,
door prizes and more!
The Wellesley is celebrating 21 years of quality,
excellence and elegant senior living!

230 Hymus Boulevard, Pointe-Claire
514.697.7331

Ask us about our
Special Offers and Incentives!
Our undivided attention | allegroresidences.com
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Times and
Places
Irwin Block
Old Venetian port of Chania, Crete, first stop on our island-hopping adventure this summer

Cretan magic launches Greek island hop
First impressions mean a lot, especially when
you’re exploring new territory with no reservations, no tips,no guidebook and high expectations.
During our three days in Chania, the delightful
historic seaport on the north coast of Crete, this city
surpassed our highest expectations and set the standard for the rest of our 30-day Greek-island hop.
As is always the case in July, the weather was perfect: blue skies, hovering at 30C by day, and the sea
was cold enough to be refreshing at first dip, but
just right to soak off the heat of the day.
We stumbled onto the Venetian-built old port in
Chania, too shallow for big vessels, which now dock
10 kilometres to the east. The Turks and Venetians
left their architectural mark here, and these buildings give the old city its charm. Narrow streets are
lined with shops and restaurants, and the portarea main square is covered with marble and surrounded on three sides by restaurants and shops.
Yes, there are many tourists here, but they add to
the festive feeling. There is some hassling of
strollers, but it’s nowhere near as extreme as in
other Greek islands, or in Turkish coastal cities.

The food is simply wonderful — home-cooked
phyllo pastries filled with cheeses, stuffed peppers,
spicy feta dip, fresh grilled sardines, and for breakfast, yogurt with honey and chopped almonds.
The Cretans are polite, friendly, and helpful. The
two beaches we visited were low-key, the one nearest to Chania is a city beach somewhat more
crowded than the gorgeous inlet at Stavros, which

we visited about 10 kilometres to the east. There,
the water was clear and smooth and the beach
faced a mountain. We met some American Greeks
who live in Stavros and love it. They were working
at Mama’s Place where Anthony Quinn taught
Alan Bates how to dance during the filming of
Zorba the Greek in 1964. The owners are very
proud that Mama herself cooked for the cast.
We took a cab there (22 euro) and a bus back (2
euro).
Lots of Norwegians, Dutch, and a few Americans
are among the hundreds of visitors that add
sparkle to Chania and its surroundings.
We ate at the same restaurant, Semipamis, three
nights in a row. The courtyard is filled to the brim
and the Greek musicians serenade from a distance
as we sampled the delicacies that make us return
to this part of the world again and again.
Earlier, we encountered a couple of volunteers of
English origin who are trying to save the giant sea
turtles that spawn on the north-coast beaches. If
they walk right into the sun chairs, they return to
Stavros Beach, where Zorba the Greek was filmed. the sea afraid to spawn. The volunteers’ mission is

The old lighthouse in the Venetian harbour no longer used by deep sea ships.
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Lots of Cretan pottery to choose from in Chania.

The old port of Chania is the perfect spot to begin your Cretan travels.

The walk to the swimming beach is 400 metres from the old town and our hotel.

to bury the turtles’ eggs and surround them with
a protective fence to save them from being
crushed. Their goal is to have the owners remove
the chairs at night or stack them up to enable to
turtles to breed in safety.
On our seven-hour ferry ride from Piraeus, we
met Maria and Nick. She is 29, a recent graduate in
environmental sciences and unemployed. She is
among the 20 per cent of recent university graduates in Greece who are without work, victims of a
government, she said, that had squandered money
from wealthier eurozone nations on infrastructure
projects that benefit their friends, rather than promoting research and development, so Greece
emerges from its dependence on agriculture and
tourism. Thirty-year-old Nick, is also fed up. He
has a master’s degree in economics but had to pay
8,000 euros for his studies because it was classified
as “research.”
Meanwhile, the rich don’t pay taxes. They declare
their yachts as fishing boats and seem to get away
with it. Members of the Greek parliament are cutting away at public services but have never taken
even a symbolic pay cut. Nick’s no anarchist, but
he’s angry and frustrated. They live in Petras and
want to avoid what so many Greeks had to do during the lean 1950s, emigrate to greener pastures in
North America.
Frustration. The same frustration we heard
about from Dutch travellers, high-school teachers
in revolt against cutbacks from their government.
Although Greeks are angry and frustrated, there is
no outward sign of crisis and most of the tourists
here are Greek.
The Bank of Greece reported in July that tax evasion and the black economy amounts to 30 per
cent of the country’s GDP every year while “no efforts” have been made in the last few years to control tax evasion, while social security funds are
strained to the point that the state budget cannot
meet its commitments when it comes to social
spending.
Next issue: Reythimno, Crete

Fisherman sell their catch to one of the many restaurants on the boardwalk.

ULSAN HYUNDAI
1625 Hymus Blvd, Dorval

(1 km East of Sources)

www.hyundaiulsan.com

514 683-5702
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